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Ms8511score ranks Calloway earns third straight
astops in Bluegrass State District of Distinction honor
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
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Upon discussing his district's performance in
the most recent Unbridled Learning testing for
Kentucky students, Bob Rogers was rather coy
Tuesday,two days before the scores could be publicly unveiled today.
However, the Murray Independent School District superintendent did say one thing that,
for anyone who knows him,
should have been a sign.
"They're pretty good," Rogers remarked, prior to leaving for
Bowling Green for a statewide
meeting.
And he was right. MISD's
scores were "pretty good." ActuRogers
ally, they were better than "pretty
good."
MISD's cumulative score of 85.6. in fact, was
the highest of any district in the commonwealth.
"That's something we've been trying to do for
a while," Rogers said Wednesday afternoon as he
returned from that conference in Bowling Green,
where MISD's performance had been of great dis-..
cussion. "I did have several people come up and
congratulate us on it, saying that they were glad
to see someone from this end of the state up there.
"We've had years where we've been third, then
fourth — still very high. You always hoped.though,
to be the best. Well, it happened this year."
In 2014, Murray Elementary ended No. 1 for
students in kindergarten through third grade with
a 91.7 score. That year, the district itself finished
third overall.
Murray Elementary was once again very,
strong, notching an 88.5 for that same level. An
impressive showing also came for Murray Middle
with its fourth- and fifth-graders not only scoring
an 87.9, but improving by more than 13 points
from the previous year to do it. Murray Elementa
ry's 88.5 came as a 6.4-point improvement.
Vorde e4 tire Vet*
... what counts is a new creation. Peace and mercy to
all who follow this rule, even
to the Israel of God.
Galatians 6:16
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Murray High also had more than a 6-point improvement,finishing at 86.6.
Murray Elementary's combined average of
88.0 (for the K-3 and grades 4-5) was second in
Kentucky.
Murray Middle's sixth- through eighth-grade
students finished with an 82.1, which put it 12th in
the commonwealth in that division. Murray High's
86.6
was
seventh
overall.
All
three
c a m puses
will be
designated as
Schools
of Distinction.
"It's
just one
of those things where you strive to do your best,"
Rogers said. "The teachers work so hard every
day and the Students work so hard every day.Then
there are our parents, supporting those kids every
day. Obviously, this makes you proud.
"The one thing I take from this, though, is that
we tell our kids, 'If you do your best ... if you do
your best ... if you do your best, good things will
happen. It's so great to be able to watch them see
that through this, and what's really interesting to
me is none of our individual schools was No. 1
this time,like Murray Elementary was in 2014.To
get something like this takes all of them.
"Any time you have all of your schools finish
above 80, you're doing pretty well. So we'll take
this and keep on working for next year."
Murray Elementary Principal Denise Whita70 See MISD on Page 3

By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson @murrayiedgercorn

which was recognized as a National Blue Ribbon School Wednesday by the U.S. Department
of Education.
Today, the results of the Unbridled Learning
Blue Ribbon honors are bestowed to schools
assessment and accountability system were re- nationwide as recognition for their academic exleased by the Kentucky Department of Educa- cellence. Southwest is one of five schools within
tion, and among the 173 public school districts the state and one of 329 schools across the counin the commonwealth, Calloway County found try to be recognized this year.
itself
"I am continually amazed at
once the commitment and dedication
again of both teachers and students to
sitting the rich tradition of academic
in the excellence in Calloway County
top 5 Schools," said CCSD Superpercen- intendent Tres Settle. "These
tile.
assessment results are, once
For again, a testament of the outthe standing work that our staff do
third every day in this fine district,
consec- and evidence that our students
utive take great pride in their individual academic
year, achievement."
C a I According to CCSD Assistant Superintenloway dent Brian Wilmurth, Calloway County Middle
County School saw significant growth from the previous
has earned the highest label bestowed by the year's scores and was able to reach the DistinKDE as a District of Distinction.This also marks guished category.
the fifth consecutive year in which Calloway
"I'm proud of the efforts of our students,
County has earned the label of Distinguished, teachers and all support staff," said CCMS
with four of the five schools in the district scor- Principal Amy Turner. "Teachers are constantly
ing above the School of Distinction mark.
making adjustments to ensure that all students
Under the current system, school districts understand the curriculum, and the teachers also
within the state are given three labels; Needs dedicate themselves to meeting the emotional
Improvement,Proficient and Distinguished. The and social needs of the students.
level of Distinguished marks a district as per"We are going to continue to work on fulfillforming in the top 10 percent of school districts ing the vision that all students will be successful
within the state.
now and beyond."
District of Distinction, however, denotes
CCHS also achieved a rating of Distinschools who perform even better, being reserved guished, marking its fourth consecutive year
for those districts, within the state who perform to earn the distinction, while also marking the
in the top 5 percent of schools, with overall second straight year to earn the label of Distinscores at the 95th percentile or higher.
guished/Progressing.
Another big accolade earned within the dis
a• See GALLOWAY on Page 3
trict was nabbed by Southwest Elementary,

Local teacher to serve on NEA Board of Directors
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayiedger.com
A local teacher has been moved into a position on the board
of directors for the National Education Association for the state
of Kentucky.
Robin Brown, who teaches kindergarten at Murray Elementary School, will be heading to Washington, D.C., to lobby on
behalf of the teachers, students and parents of Kentucky in an
attempt to make their voices heard and their needs understood.
"In Washington, I am going to be lobbying for teachers, students, parents and universities to make sure that Kentucky is
represented well," Brown said. "I am going to be an advocate
and a voice to talk to all the congressmen and talk to them about
what we have going on here and what we need."
Brown said one of the biggest issues he will be lobbying for
is the repeal of Social Security bills in the form of the Government Pension Offset and Windfall Elimination Provision
(GPO-WEP) which has had a vast impact on retired Kentucky
teachers.
According to the Social Security Fairness website, "The
GPO is a Social Security provision that penalizes individuals
who apply for Social Security spousal or survivor benefits,
if they themselves worked for a state or local government in
non-SS-covered employment and are entitled to a government
pension from that employment. Once they receive that benefit,
their earned Social Security spousal or survivor benefits will be
reduced by two-thirds of their non-SS-covered pension."
In essence, under the GPO, teachers who would otherwise
be entitled to the Social Security benefits following the death of
their spouse would only be entitled to a third of what they would
receive, were they not a government employee.
a
,See BROWN on Page 5
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MPD arrests
Murray man
on charges
related to fire

Staff Report
, Murray police have arrested
a Murray man on charges related to a fire that was reported
early Tuesday morning.
In a release, Murray Police
Department Public Information Officer Brant Shutt said
Wednesday that the fire was reported at a maintenance building at the Coach Estates mobile
home park at about 1:06 am.
Tuesday, prompting response
from Murray firefighters. Murray Fire Chief Eric Poiogruto
earlier said that the fire was
small and was extinguished
very quickly upon firefighters'
arrival.
Shutt said that once the fire
was extinguished,though,it became apparent that a door to the
JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times building had been forced open
Robin Brown, who was elected to serve as one of two direc- and that the fire possibly was
tors for the National Education Association in Kentucky, IS set intentionally. He said MPD
currently settled in Washington, where he will be lobbying
on behalf of the teachers, students and parents of Kentucky.
See MPD on Page 2
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Thursday: A 20 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 67.
North northwest wind 6 to
10 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
52. Northwest wind around
6 mph becoming calm in the
evening.
Friday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Cloudy, with
a high near 69. West northwest wind 3 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly

cloudy, with a low around
53. Light west southwest
wind.
Saturday: A 20 percent
chance of showers. Partly
sunny, with a high near 72.
West wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
54. Cairn wind.
Sunday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 76. Calm
wind becoming west northwest around 5 mph in the
afternoon.
Sunday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
56. Light east northeast
wind.
Monday: Sunny, with
a high near 79. Northeast
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Monday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 57.
Northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a
high near 80. East southeast wind 3 to 6 mph.

DAVID SNOW/Ledger & Times
A motocycie is shown on its side Wednesday afternoon
after being involved in a wreck with an SUV along North
12th Street in Murray. it is believed that one person was
taken to a hospital. No other information was available
at press time.

-officers began speaking to the
person who apparently reported
the fire and, while speaking to
that person - later identified as
Matthew Kohlenberger, 22, of
'Murray - officers found items
• and evidence that led to the belief that Kohlenberger had been
the person to have started the
fire.
Shutt said Kohlenberger was
then detained and taken in for

questioning. Following questioning, a warrant was issued
for Kohlenberger's arrest on
charges of arson in the second
degree, a Class B felony, and
burglary in the third degree, a
Class D felony.
Shutt added that, during the
investigation, MPD located
multiple yard equipment items
and tools that are believed to
be stolen, but have not been
reported as such. Shutt advises
that anyone who recently has
had tools or items stolen to call
MPD at 270-753-1621.•

Spring Creek makes strides with quality measures
Every other month, Sandra
Dick, the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital vice president
for long-term care, gives a presentation for what is called a
quality report.
In health care circles, quality
has to do with making sure patients receive the care they need
at the right time in the right way
to achieve the best possible result. In fact, the quality game of
health care has become so serious the past few years that the
board felt the need to form a
quality committee.
So, with that in mind, Dick
— who is also the chief administrator at Spring Creek Health
Care and Rehabilitation Center, which is under the MCCH
umbrella — told board members
Wednesday about how Spring
Creek has progressed in this
area since November 2014.
The results show improvement in many areas.
"We have been working hard
out there," she said."And things
are improving, but we're not
going to lose our focus that we
have to continue getting better."
" Dick used a graphic that
tracked Spring Creek's performance on a quarterly basis from
November 2014 through Aug.
31,of this year. In 11 categories,
Spring Creek showed improvement in all but one — times residents required restraints — which
was a practice that was discontinued in June 2015.
Some of the categories,
though, showed dramatic progress. For instance, in a pair
of pain reduction categories,
Spring Creek saw a reduction
of 89 percent for short-term residents and 84 percent for longterm residents.
"That's unheard of," Dick
said, adding that this was a major issue for her staff when this
first started being tracked in
November 2014. "We've had a
difficult time with this,and a big
problem we've found is that we
didn't quite get the concept. The
big thing was we weren't communicating really well.
"Now, for example, if we
know that a patient is having
therapy coming up at 400 in the
morning, we're making sure that
the patient is getting pain medi-

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
Deny& McCuiston, right, tells members of the Murray-Calloway County Public Hospital
Corporation Board of Trustees about the InDemand interpreting system as an interpreter appears in a mobile video screen during Wednesday's meeting. The system was
implemented by the hospital a few weeks ago to improve communications for patients
from foreign countries or who utilize sign language.
cation in advance of that. What
this does, though, is show that
our (personnel) are doing something right."
Another major issue at
Spring Creek is falls, although
this is subjective in some ways.
As has been expressed in previous board meetings,falls do not
necessarily mean an instance
where a patient takes a hard fall.
onto the floor. A patient sitting in
a hallway counts as a fall, which
accounts for why the MCCH
Balanced Score Card shows that
numbers of falls per 1,000 patients is quite high, in the seven
to eight range.
Figures shown Wednesday
refer to falls with major injury,
more along the lines of what the
general public envisions when
it comes to fall in a nursing facility. This has dropped by 61
percent since last November at
Spring Creek.
"These results are overwhelming to me, because I see
how hard our people are working every day," Dick said.
She said that board members
were shown some of the latest
techniques used at the facility.
*Board members were given
a demonstration Wednesday of

one of the newest tools the hospital is using, both in the quest
to improve patient care as well
as communication," she said.
"Patient Access Director Danyel
McCuiston showed the new InDemand Interpreting program,
which consists of a mobile video screen that can allow patients
who do not speak English or
who use sign language to communicate through an interpreter
who appears on the screen."
McCuiston agreed that communication has a high priority.
"The Affordable Care Act
is requiring that we have a certified interpreter available, not
someone who is employed with
us that is just down the hall who
happens to speak the language,"
she said. "It also certainly can
get quite costly to get someone
on-site from another community
as well,so this is something that
is going to be quite valuable.
Also,before this, we didn't have
American Sign Language communicating capability on staff,
so we're handling the needs of
many, many people in our community.
"The best part is that it's very
easy to use. Literally, if you can
work an iPhone, you can do this.

Also, for certain cultures, it is
designed where you can have a
male or female interpreter."
McCuiston said one InDemand unit is in MCCH's emergency department, while another
is in the emergency department
registration area. Other units
are positioned at Spring Creek
and MCCH's birthing center,
while another is shared among
MCCH's clinics.
•Patient satisfaction continues to be a strength for MCCH,
as the latest numbers show it
scoring a 92.8, which is believed
to be its highest score ever. The
hospital also moved up to 76
percent when it came to improving pain management control
procedures. II
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hard work as a team," he said.
As for Murray High Principal
Teresa Speed,she said these results
From front
ker was very pleased with another come as put of the job in MISD.
"'Every student every day' is
strong showing for her campus and
our motto,and we take it to heart,"
district in general.
"We are extremely proud of our Speed said. "The teachers and
students and entire MES team," staff strive to build relationships
she said. "Our teachers and staff and support students in achieving
love and believe in every child. the highest path possible for each
Every day, the students are excit- of their futures. The students are
ed to learn and work hard to reach amazing and continue to push to
the top."
amazing levels of success."
•Former Murray Middle PrinciMurray Elementary Principal
Denise Whitaker was very pleased pal Alison Gregory was also able to
with another strong showing for celebrate a strong showing for her
her campus and district in general. current school, Symsonia Elementary in Graves County. Symsonia
"We are extremely proud of our
finished with a solid 86.9 score that
students and entire MES team,"
she said. "Our teachers and staff was 21st in the state and fourthbest for western Kentucky schools.
love and believe in every child.
Also, in a story that had the
Every day, the students are excitattention of numerous educators
ed to learn and work hard to reach
statewide, Fulton County, which
amazing levels of success."
has been a focus district in past
Lou Carter is now MISD's inyears, made one of the most drastructional supervisor,but had been
matic jumps seen since Unbridled
Murray Middle principal until FebLearning was established, going
ruary, when a medical condition
from 55.4 as a district before to 70
forced her to leave that position.
this year, with Fulton County High
"What a stellar showing of our
School becoming a School of Disstudents' academic achievement
tinction with an 81.6, way above its
across the school district!" she
goal of 62.4.
said."We know we can't stop our
Unbridled Learning was creatfocus now, as plans are already in
ed through a state Senate bill that
action to continue novice reducpassed in 2009. The legislation adtion."
dressed many areas,including what
Carter's thoughts were echoed
students should learn, what will be
by the man who has assumed the
tested, how subjects will be testprincipal's spot at Murray Middle,
ed, when tests are given and what
Bob Home.
should comprise the public school
"It's a testament to everyone's
accountability system.•

Southslde Restaurant
The Southslde Restaurant was located on South 12th St. In the Southside Shopping Center. For many years, It was
owned by Faye and Orvls Fielder who served the first pizza available In Murray.
The photo was taken from a postcard submitted by Sandra Gallimore who said her father entertained visitors from Tappan Manufacturing
where he was employed. He would buy steaks from Owens Grocery and Orvis Fielder would cook and serve the guests.

The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Murray and Calloway County.
Email photos to conumuiitynews@murrayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 Whimell Ave.

McGregor: Kentucky 121 should have traffic by Halloween
By DAVID SNOW
editor@murrayledger.com

"Our students, faculty, staff
Kentucky 121 North should be
and parents have worked exfully
open to traffic by Hallowtremely hard to achieve this tiFrom front
tle," said NES Principal Melinda een, and should be completely
"Our teachers and students Hendley."As always, we will not finished by Thanksgiving.
That was one of just part of
deserve all the credit for the ac- stop working and will continue to
ademic work and instruction that strive for success. I could not be the update that Mike McGregor
takes place at Calloway County more proud of such a wonderful brought to the Murray Transportation Committee Wednesday.
High School," said CCHS Princi- school and school system."
The chief district engineer
pal Randy McCallon. "The most
East Elementary was the
gratifying fact for me as principal only school within the Calloway for the Kentucky Transportation
is to know we have attained the County School District to fall Cabinet's District 1 addressed
highest distinction from the state short of the Distinguished mark, several construction issues going
department again, and we contin- with scores placing the school on in Calloway County as well as
ue to move forward in reaching within the Proficient category. potential projects, including the
our goals."
This is something East Principal Murray business loop and conAmong the elementary schools Monica Price said would serve as struction at Five MIAs.
"The good news is.: they are
in the district,Southwest achieved a foundation to build upon in the
at a point where they're putting
the highest elementary score in future.
the district and was labeled Dis"We are proud of the solid down a lot of their asphalt surtinguished for the third year in a foundation that has been devel- face," McGregor said. "We will
row.This comes on top of the oth- oped and look forward to the po- have all of the traffic driving on
the ultimate configuration of the
er honor the school earned with tential that is to come," she said.
its Blue Ribbon recognition.
Wilmurth said that the district lanes by Halloween.
Some of the other stuff, as
"Southwest is pleased to see plans to carry this momentum
that we have continued to reach forward by continuing to concen- far as finalizing some of the lightnew levels in achievement and trate on their students and helping ing, the seeding and grating and
all that stuff may take them until
growth," said SES Principal Josh them where needed.
McKeel. "Our students, staff and
"The individual student data Thanksgiving to do."
Regarding the Five Points
stakeholders are committed to - the schools have had those
being the best that we can possi- since the beginning of August," -project, McGregor said the conbly be, and the results from last Wilmurth said. "The teachers sultant completed some of the
year's assessments prove that we have already been able to look design work, but the funding for
are continuing our tradition of ex- at how the students performed that project was not included in
cellence."
individually and identified the the 2016 state funding plan, putNorth Calloway Elementary students who may need help. ting it on hold until the next budonce again reached the Distin- From there, they will keep giving get session in 2018.
He addressed the widening
guished category,this year adding interventions and working with
the School of Distinction label students on a one-to-one, small of U.S. 641 south of Murray as
this year.
group basis to make sure that ev- being two separate projects: one
ery student gets what they need to section from Murray to Clarks
River and the other from Clarks
be successful."
This is a sentiment which was River to the Tennessee state line.
"What I would call Section 1
echoed by Settle.
"I am very excited to celebrate from the end of the five-lane (at
this success with our teachers Glendale Road) to Clarks River,
and students, and I am looking we have finished all the design
forward to the data disaggrega- work, we have been working on
tion that will help us to refine and acquiring all the needed rights-ofprepare us for continual improve- way and the utility easements,"
he said. "There's about 25 parment in days ahead," he said.•
cels that had to be purchased; we

•CALLOWAY

are right around 20 or 21 that we
have purchased."
McGregor said the state had
an anticipated construction letting
date for U.S.641 of next August.
As long as we can acquire
the needed right-of-way and we
can get everything situated with
the design and the utility relocations...then, we should be able to
stick to that," he said.
He added that the design called
for two bridges over Clarks River.
"In regards to 641, on that
southern section, we're sitting
on 'go,' we're just waiting on the
money to be authorized," McGregor said. "The good news is
it was approved in the highway
plan, which sets up a mechanism

T
.i

for us to move forward when our
checking account gets tot he point
where it needs to be."
He said the northern section
would cost $8 million, with the
southern section costs totaling
about $68 million, including $3
million for design, $7.5 million
to purchase the rights-of-way,$7
million to relocate utilities and
$50 million to build the four lanes
between Clarks River to the state
line.
Speaking about the proposed
business loop, Mayor Jack Rose
said the purchase of rights-ofway was about completed and
bidding should take place soon.
"Unless something changes, I
would hope we'd be ready to bid
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PHYSICAL ACTIVITY CHALLENGE
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that no later that next spring," he
said.
The discussion turned to state
funding for infrastructure projects. McGregor was asked that if the city were to get some of the
other projects started on its own
- if it would get a higher priority
on funding from the state.
"I think that any way you can
differentiate yourself from all the
other cities or counties that are
vying for a limited amount of
state dollars is a positive thing,"
he said."Everybody else is vying
for it, but if you can say,'Hey, I
can kick in this amount if you can
kick in the rest'- I'd say that's a
better proposal than the vast majority of everyone else."
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After the challenge ends, please return by November fith any paper
TtecIdng Calendars to Susan BUfk01111 at the Murray-CaIloway County
Hospital Center for Health & Wellness located at 71$ Poplar

To find out more about this challenge, visit
wvAv.lightenupcalloway.org or call the Murray Callaway
County Wellness Consortium at 270-762-1837.
Follow us at Facebook.com/obesitimorkgrotip.,
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UDC to meet Saturday
The J.N. Williams Chapter 805, United
Daughters of the Confederacy will meet at 11
cm. Saturday, Oct. 1, at Ponderosa Steakhouse
in Draffensville. Lunch and a business meeting
will be held in the private dining room. Following lunch,members will carpool to Eddyville for
a tour of Rose Hill Museum and the Eddyville
Prison Museum.

PEO meeting planned
The PEO Sisterhood will meet at 10 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 1, at First Presbyterian Church. All
members are encouraged to attend.

1Farmers Market to be Saturday
Downtown Farmers Market will be from 7 a.m.-noon Saturday
on the Murray Court Square. Seasonal fruits and vegetables will be
available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a variety of
meats,eggs and handcrafted items.

Veterans seminar planned
Brook&le Murray Assisted Living will hold a veterans seminar
from 6-7 p.m. Thursday,Oct.6.There will be a presentation on eligibility requirements, payable benefits and how to file claims. There
is no admission but reservations are required by Friday. Call 270759-1555 for questions and to make a reservation for the seminar.

MCCH retirees to meet
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital retirees will meet at 11
a.m. Monday,Oct. 3, at the Big Apple Cafe.

Flu shots available
The Angels Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St. will be offering
free flu shots to all adults in Calloway County regardless of insurance status. You do not have to be a patient of the clinic to receive a
flu shot. The clinic is open from 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Wednesday.

Photo provided
CCPL AT CALLOWAY MIDDLE SCHOOL: Sandy Linn (left) of the Calloway County Public Library visited Calloway
County Middle School to provide three introductory sessions featuring electronic resources that are available for
students and educators. Students learned how to access homework help from a real tutor with Tutor.com and how
to learn a new language with Rocket Languages. Sixth-grade students are shown with Linn and Calloway County
Middle School Media Specialist Angelis Jones (center).

monkey boat tour, evening jeep
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Bank Good Life safari, a Panama Canal partial
is offering a trip to Panama on transit and other activities.
Feb. 27-March 6. The trip will
If interested, contact Brenda
include a tour of Panama City, Sykes at 270-767-3338 or email
Panama. an open-air aerial bsykes@themurraybank.com.
tramway, rainforest experience, Seating is limited.•
the Soberania National Park, a

Play Day celebration planned
A Celebration of Play Day will be from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 1, at the Murray-Calloway County Central Park and will include free activities, games and lunch. A group photograph will be
taken at 9:45 a.m. For more information, contact Pat Harrington at
270-753-9640.

Corn maze to be open
.litEETN11114G-N

The Locust Grove Baptist Church Corn Maze will be open from
6-9 p.m. every Wednesday, Friday and Saturday until Oct. IS. Admission is a $3 donation to the youth mission group with age 5 and
under admitted free.

Soup for the Soul seeks donations
Soup for the Soul will be collecting donations of clothing, furniture,toys or electronic for an upcoming fundraising yard sale. Bring
these items to Garland Storage on Kentucky 94 East, Unit 69 or to
Soup for the Soul at 411 Maple St. through Sept. 30.

Barnett Cemetery to hold fish fry
A fish fry will be held at noon on Saturday, Oct. 1, at the Barnett
Cemetery. All interested in helping with the upkeep of the cemetery
will meet at 8 a.m.A business meeting will follow the fish fry. Those
attending should bring a side dish, drinks and chairs. Fish,fries and
hush puppies will be furnished. Checks should be made payable to
the Barnett Cemetery Fund and may be mailed to Ricky Stewart,
538 Dowdy Trail, Murray,KY 42071.

Youth basketball league to organize
The Kentucky Lake Wildcats boys' youth basketball league will
have signups for grades 1-6 at 5-8 p.m. on Thursday, Sept. 29, and
from 9 a.m.-noon on Saturday, Oct. 8, at Calloway County High
School gym. For more information, contact Tommy Futrell at 270293-5524 or Christopher King at 270-293-1494.

MWC board will meet Monday
The executive board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. Monday,Oct. 3,at the club house. President Evelyn Wallis urges all board members to attend.

MSU Horticulture Dept.to offer mums
Murray State University Horticulture Department's annual mum
sale will be from 4-6 p.m. Monday,Oct. 3,through Wednesday,Oct.
5,at the Pullen Farm at 300 Hickory Drive. Six colors are available
and sold in 10-inch and three-gallon pots. The mums were grown
by students and all proceeds will go to the MSU Horticulture Department.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
41 The WATCH Center at 702 Main St. needs aluminum cans for an
:ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any time by
Ariving through the driveway or parking lot on the west side of the
tenter and placing them in the cotton wagon.

bid Salem Cemetery to hold meeting
The Old Salem Cemetery will hold a donation meeting from 10
a.m.-noon on Saturday, Oct. 1. Those unable to attend may send
a donation to Stan Downs, 1385 A.B. Lassiter Road, Murray, KY
42071. For more information,contact Judy Evans at 270-753-1718.

CCPL to offer Japanese program
The Calloway County Public Library is offering a Japanese Folktale and Origami Afternoon from 2-3 p.m. Monday, Oct. 3, with
Airi Yamamoto the coordinator of the Japan Outreach Initiative.
Students in grades 3-6 will be introduced to a Japanese folktale and
will create an origami piece inspired by the folktale. Space is limited
and registration is required. Register by contact Sandy Linn at 270753-2288 or email sandy.linn@ callowaycountylibrary.org.

Knit Wits will meet
The Knit Wits will meet at 1 p.m. every Friday in the library of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,call Dot
at 270-293-5588.

CC Fire Protection Board will meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will meet at
6 p.m. Monday,Oct. 3,at the CCFR Station 1 at 101 E. Sycamore

Photo provided
MWC THETA DEPARTMENT: The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club met Sept. 19 at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse. Judy Stahier (left) presented a program on Murray's Kids Care for Hunger. She explained
the packaging process of the fortified macaroni and
cheese and provided a cooked sample. Theta member
Sue Miller presented Stahler with a donation for the Kids
Care for Hunger program. The next meeting of the Theta
Department will be Oct. 17.

CCPL offers free
computer classes
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library will offer the following
free computer-technology classes during the month of October:
*Introduction to email: 6-7:30
p.m. on Tuesday,Oct.4,and 1011:30 a.m. Thursday,Oct.6
Electronic mail allows us to
send and receive digital messages. This class focuses on the
characteristics of email and how
it can be used to communicate
across the globe. Participants
will set up a free email account
and learn how to attach files to
messages.
*Introduction to Microsoft
Word: 6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday,Oct
11, and 10-11:30 a.m. Oct. 13.
Need to write a letter, take
notes, make a calendar or create an invitation? In this class,
participants will dive into the
basics of Microsoft Word, the
most widely used word processing program, and learn how to
compose, edit and format documents.
*Introduction to Microsoft Excel: 6-7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct.
18 and 10-11:30 a.m. Thursday.
Oct. 20.
Whether you are looking to
manage bills or create a budget,
Microsoft Excel has you covered for all of your statistical
and organizational needs. This
class explores the basics of using Excel and how to utilize its
calculation and data formatting
tools.
*Introduction to Microsoft
PowerPoint: 6-7:30 p.m. Tues-

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 • www.sbgproperty.com

day, Oct. 25, and 10-11:30 a.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27
As one of the most widely
used presentation programs on
the market, Microsoft PowerPoint allows users to create
everything from creative photo
albums to professional business proposals. Participants will
learn how to put together their
own slideshows with music, video and animations.
The classes are taught by Savannah Murphy. Class space is
limited and registration is required. Call 270-753-2288 to
register for a class.•

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
or (270)759-9216
COMMUNITY GREET7NG SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying, We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS'
since 1946 almost 70 years!
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James Frank Phillips, 85, died Tuesday, Sept.
25,2016, very peacefully with his family with him.
He was born Sept. 4, 1931, to Coil and Lavada
Phillips who preceded him in death.
James grew up in Murray, Kentucky, which
is a place he always held close to his heart. He
served his country in the US.Air Force from 19511957. He was a faithful member of Sharon Baptist
Church where he was treasurer for many years for
the Baptist Men. He enjoyed fixing things at the
church and helped to cook many outdoor meals on
Phillips
the grill for church socials.
In Kentucky he was a dark-fire and burley tobacco farmer as well as a construction worker. He
became a USDA tobacco grader with the government of the U.S. for 20 years before retiring. Later
Granville County,Oxford, North Carolina, became
his home where he met his wife of 26 years, Daune
Keranakis Phillips. Between working on the tobacco market and being retired, he enjoyed farming flue-cured tobacco
in Goshen, refinishing antique furniture, and building many wood
Projects.
Mr. Phillips is survived by his wife; two sons, James F. "Skip"
Phillips Jr. and Steven T. Phillips and wife Kim; three daughters,
Vicki Linzy and husband Tim, Patricia Phillips. and Sheila Alexander and husband Dean; two sisters, Jackie Armstrong, Sue Hall and
husband Bobby; seven grandchildren, Dana Presnell (J. R.), Bobby
Washer (Bobbie Jo), James F."Jay" Phillips III (Beth), Jessica Phillips, Kristen Phillips, Jeremy Phillips (Sheila), and Brandon Phillips
and great-grandchildren Kalynn Kee (Jake), William Washer, Brittany Washer, and Jaelyn Phillips, all of Kentucky. He is also survived
by a large North Carolina family, his stepchildren, Theresa Jones
and husband Bradley, Darrell Keranakis and wife Winfree and Terry
Keranakis; stepgrandchildren, Kelly' Watkins,Jason Jones(Jennifer),
Jessica Poole (Phillip), Michelle Williford (John Thomas), Lauren
Keranakis, Sara Keranakis, Jordan Mason, and Parker Mason, and
great-grandchildren, Isaac Watkins, Caleb Watkins, Dawson Williford, Macie Williford, Chloe Jones, Sadie Poole and Rhys Jones.
The funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Friday. Sept. 30, 2016, at
Sharon Baptist Church with Vernon Wilkerson officiating. Visitation
will be from 10 a.m. until the service hour on Friday. Sept. 30,2016,
at the church. Burial will follow in the church cemetery.
Memorial contributions may be made to Sharon Baptist Church,
do Ray Huff. 7021 Goshen Road, Oxford, NC 27565 or St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital, PO Box 1000, Dept. 42, Memphis,
TN 38148.
Online condolences may be left at www.hallwynne.com.
Gentry-Newell & Vaughan Funeral Home of Oxford, North Carolina, is in charge of arrangements.

Erwin Reiter Jr.
Erwin Reiter Jr., 79, of Bradenton. Florida, died Tuesday, Sept.
27, 2016. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Murray, Kentucky.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H . Churchill Funeral Home.
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Kentucky governor: 2nd defeat
in feud with rival AG Beshear
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press

stands, it could impact the university's accreditation. The Southern Association of Colleges and
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - A Schools Commission on Colleges
Kentucky judge has permanent- has ordered a formal review of the
ly blocked Republican Gov. Matt university, citing "the potential for
Bevin's order replacing the board undue political influence." If the
of trustees at the University of university loses its accreditation,
Louisville, his second defeat in its students would risk losing their
an ongoing feud with one of the federal financial aid.
state's most powerful political
"What our students and faculty
families.
need now is finality," Beshear said
In June, Bevin abolished the in a statement. -That is why I am
university's board because he said calling on Gov. Bevin to either acit had a "strained relationship" cept the ruling and appoint trustees
with the university's administra- to the five openings, or agree to
tion and had become "operational- move this case immediately to the
ly dysfunctional." He replaced the Kentucky Supreme Court."
board with a new one days later.
A Bevin spokeswoman said
Democratic Attorney Gener- his lawyers are "taking the time to
al Andy Beshear had sued, ar- properly review the ruling." Actguing Bevin's order was illegal. ing university President Neville
On Wednesday, Franklin Circuit Pinto said "we look forward to the
Judge Phillip Shepherd agreed, final resolution of this issue."
saying Bevin broke the law beFor months, Bevin has been
cause he didn't give board mem- locked in a bitter feud with Beshear
bers "any legal process to deter- and his father, former Democratic
mine the merits of the charges."
Gov. Steve Beshear. Bevin hash
"He served as judge, jury and called his predecessor "an embarexecutioner of the incumbent rassment" and has awarded a prilaw rm a contract worth up
board." Shepherd wrote. "Such vatei
control would establish a dan- to $500,
to investigate former
gerous precedent that invites the Gov. Beshear's administration.
Steve Beshear has launched a
abuse of power."
Shortly after Bevin replaced nonprofit group dedicated to opthe board, then-university presi- posing Bevin's health care policies
- an unprecedented act by a fordent James Ramsey resigned.
Shepherd ruled Wednesday that mer governor against a successor.
Bevin "improperly" agreed to fire His son Andy Beshear. as attorthe board in exchange for Ram- ney general, has sued Bevin three
sey's resignation. If that finding times.II

HOUSE
OPEN
Saturday, Oct. 1 • 1-3 p.m.
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Tommy Dan Story
Tommy Dan Story, 79, of Puryear, Tennessee,
died Monday. Sept. 26, 2016, at Baptist Health in
Paducah, Kentucky.
He was born Sept. 30, 1936, in Henry County,
Tennessee, to Tolbert Story and Pauline Paschall
Story.
He was the Owner of Story Farms in the Crossland community and was a member of Oak Grove
Baptist Church.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by his first wife, Jane Adams Charlton and
Story
his second wife, Linda Emerson.
Those he lovingly left behind include three sons, Greg Story and
wife Karen,Gary Story and wife Tammy,and Shane Story and Regina Burnett,all of Puryear; one daughter, Vanessa Eckels and husband
Daniel of Murray; two sisters, Carolyn Outland and husband Danny of Murfreesboro. Tennessee, and Peggy Goddard and husband
Dick of Jackson,Tennessee; six grandchildren,Adam Eckels, Daniel
Craig, Autumn Barker and husband Jarod,Taylor Holtgrewe, Isaiah
Story and wife Carey, and Charlton Story, and two great-grandchildren, Genesis Story and Bryce Barker.
The funeral service is at 11 a.m. Friday, Sept. 30, 2016, at the
Oak Grove Baptist Church in Puryear with Wayne Carter officiating.
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be
from 4-8 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 29, 2016. at Imes Funeral Home &
Crematory, Heritage Chapel and from 9 a.m. until the service hour
on Fr
.iday. Sept. 30,2016. at Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Henry County Farm
Bureau Scholarship Fund,406 N. Poplar St., Paris,TN 38242.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of arrangements.

Public defenders seek release
of inmates held on low bonds
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) The local Louisville public defender's office is seeking the release
of 14 inmates who it Says were
detained unlawfully and are being
held on low bonds in Louisville's
overcrowded jail.
Petitions filed Tuesday allege
that Jefferson County District
Court judges are violating defendants' rights by not considering
their ability to post bond when
setting bail, The Courier-Journal
reported.
According to the petitions. most
of the defendants have cash bonds
less than $5,000 that they can't pay.
The public defenders argued
that the judges aren't issuing
enough bail credits to eligible defendants for time served behind
bars under a state law meant to help
free up jail space.
Data from the state Administrative Office of the Courts provided
in the petition showed that only 77
people were reported as having re-
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ceived bail credit by a judge in the
last 12 months. Yet nearly 9,500
defendants were eligible to receive
the credit.
"When a given defendant has
a 99.19% chance of being denied
bail credit, the court has abandoned
any exercise of discretion," the petition noted.
District Court Judge David
Holton said many factors of a case
and a defendant's history are taken
into consideration during the bond
setting process.
"I believe our judges set what
they deem to be good and reasonable bonds based on the charges
they have before them and what
they perceive to be in the best interest of safety in the community and
a bond that will more likely ensure
the defendant's reappearance in
court," Holton said. He didn't comment specifically on the petitions.
The filings come as Metro Corrections Director Mark Bolton said
the jail is nearing 2.200 inmates. II
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Donald L. Knieriem Sr.,76
The funeral service is at 2 p.m. Thursday. Sept. 29, 2016,at
the funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.

The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Mildred A.Cutini,89
A memorial service will be at 1 p.m.Thursday.Sept. 29,2016,
at the funeral home.
Washington, where he will be staying until he returns to Murray late,
Sunday night.
"I have two days on the Hill
where I will be lobbying,and I haves
meetings that I have to go to where
I will be helping make decisions,"
Brown said. "Those will concern
teachers' rights, benefits and other issues of that nature."
Brown said his main concern
is to help support the teachers and
students of Kentucky.
"My main concern is to go and
help support our community," he
said. "It is all about building relationships, and that is why I feel I!
was elected. That is what I would
like to build with our congressmen,
and that is what I have in my classroom here. So.I want to build that."
Brown said he was a little nervous, but he and his class at MES
have made a few puppets of Brown:
to keep them company in the classroom while he will be carrying another one along with him to Washington to help him out on Capitol
Hill.
Brown also said he would be
conducting a few lessons via FaceTime for his students, as some of
them may never have the opportunity to visit the nation's capital. III

From front

Christian County police officer t
faces charges in prostitution ring,

-

Charming and bright 2 bedroom, 2 bath patio home located on a cul-desac in Murray city limits. Perfect for first time home buyers or retirees.
Home has nice kitchen with breakfast bar that opens to the living room.
Beautiful french doors open to the patio and fenced in back yard. All appliances stay-justwaiting for you to move in! MLS #88512
I
P.
Beckham Realtor *73327
1,

Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,
downtown Murray

GPO-WEP currently penalizes teachers in 15 states, as well as
police, firefighters, postal workers,
air traffic controllers, federal government employees and some state,
county, local and special district
workers.
This is something Brown said
he will be attempting to convince
congressmen - including Kentucky's current congressional duo
of Rand Paul and Mitch McConnell
-to repeal.
"This is a national concern,"
Brown said."Both of our congressDonald L. Knieriem
Donald L. Knieriem Sr., 76, of Hardin, Ken- men, Mitch McConnell and Rand
Paul, have not support (repealing)
tucky. died Tuesday. Sept. 26,2016,at his home.
He was born June 24, 1940. in Oriole, Indiana, the bill anytime it has come up. So
to Lafe Knieriem and Vivian Senns, who preceded I will be trying to help make decisions and help them see (how imhim in death.
Mr. Knieriem is survived by his wife, Betty Kn- portant this issue is.)"
He also said funding for schools
ieriem; two daughters, Donna Brown and husband
Keith of Murray and Rhonda Weber and husband would be among the top issues he
Daniel of Bardstown; a son, Donald L. Knieriem Jr. will attempt to address in the capand wife Sonny of Murray. a brother, Harry Knier- ital.
Brown said he was one of four
iem of Louisville; 10 grandchildren, Chad KnierKnlerlem
iem,Jessica Turner, Kelsie Greer,Erica Greer, Amy people who applied for the position
Ulrich, Tara McIntyre, Adam Weber, Trisha Mathis, Ashley Adams from all across the state before he
was elected to serve as one of the
and Donald Knieriem III and 14 great-grandchildren.
The funeral service is at 2 p.m. Thursday. Sept. 29, 2016, at two NEA directors for the state.
Brown left Wednesday for
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, with Harry
Knieriem and Ricky Cunningham officiating. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery'. Visitation will be from 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Thursday,Sept. 29,2016,at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy' may be made to the American Heart
Association.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray. is in charge
Associated Press
of arrangements. III
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - An
investigation into an alleged prostitution ring in Kentucky was traced
to a veteran officer in a small-town
police department, where the patrol
supervisor was arrested on rape.
sodomy, assault and other charges
as he reported for his night shift.
authorities said Wednesday.
Oak Grove Police Sgt. Benjamin R. Walden,an overnight supervisor in the southwestern Kentucky
town bordering Fort Campbell
Army post, seemed stunned when
Kentucky State Police troopers
took him into custody late Tuesday
at the city's police department. his
clef said.
"I told him to come in (early), that I needed some extra help
for a warrant,- Oak Grove police
Chief Dennis Cunningham said in a
phone interview. "I didn't tell him
that it was his warrant. He showed
up and he was taken into custody
when he walked in the door."
Two alleged accomplices were
arrested five days before Walden,
state police said.
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The investigation began when'
,
state police were tipped off by an
alleged victim, Trooper Sean Wint,
of the state police said. Troopers'
found that three adult women were
being held against their will and'
forced to have sex with men at an
Oak Grove motel, he said.
Walden joined the Oak Grove
police force as a patrolman in 2012
and was promoted to sergeant in
2015. Walden previously worked
for the nearby Hopkinsville poIicc
department from 1996 until 2011.
Walden, 43, of Clarksville,:
Tennessee, faces multiple charges,:
including first-degree sodomy:.
first-degree rape, fourth-degree assault, permitting prostitution, retaliating against a participant in a legal.
process and tampering with a wit-'
ness. state police said.
Other charges against him in-,
clude official misconduct, terrons-'
tic threatening and intimidating
participant in a legal process.
"During the investigation and
speaking with the victims, we were
able to get a lot of information on
some incidents that had occurred
that made those charges appropriate'
for him," Wint said. MI
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Artists' collections tell their own
stories in their own creative way

Read kcroNs
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Selection ReN kw

By DEBBIE
MATTEIGER
dbatteigarlimurrayladger.
COM

The Last
Mile
by David
Baldacci
The September featured title
for the Brookdale Book Worms
Book Club was David BaldacCi's "The Last Mile."
: In the Texas State PenitentiaIry at Huntsville, Melvin Mars is
just minutes away from walking "the last mile" — actually
only 30 feet down the hall to
his execution. Convicted of the
violent murders of his parents
20 years earlier, Melvin has
resigned himself to his death
when he learns his execution
'las been called off.
Miles away in an Alabama
prison, another death-row inmate,Charles Montgomery,has
confessed to murdering Melvin's parents. With details that
only the real killer could have
known,an investigation ensues.
Justice would finally be served,
and an innocent man would finally go free — or would he?
Meanwhile, Amos Decker,
who has just been hired on an
FBI special task force, takes an
;interest in Mars' case. According to the publisher, "Decker
;discovers that Melvin Mars'
;story is strikingly similar to
:his own life. Both men were
'talented football players with
gromising careers cut short by

tragedy. Both men's
families were brutally
murdered. Moreover,
in both cases, another suspect came forward years after the
killing to confess to
the crime. A suspect
who may or may not
have been telling the
truth. However, when
a member of Decker's team disappears,
it becomes clear that
something much larger, and more sinister,
than just one convicted criminal's life
hangs in the balance.
Decker will need all
of his extraordinary
brainpower to stop an
innocent man from
being executed."
"The Last Mile" is
the second in Baldacci's Amos Decker
series. Readers were
first introduced to Amos Decker, the former police detective
and football star with perfect
memory, in "The Memory
Man."
According to the author's
website, Baldacci published his
first novel, "Absolute Power,"
in 1996. He has published 32
novels for adults and five for
younger readers. All have been
national and international bestsellers, and several have been
adapted for film and television.
The Brookdale Book Worms
will meet again in October for

the

United
Way

• PA
81514A

OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY
Please support our United Way -Every Gift Matters!

discussion of "Cavendon Hall"
by Barbara Taylor Bradford.
The Brookdare Book Worms
Book Club is a Calloway County Public Library outreach program developed for residents of
the Brookdale Assisted Living
Facility. The book club is provided free of charge and is open
to any Brookdale resident who
would like to participate.
For more information about
the Brookdale Book Worms
Book Club or other CCPL outreach programs,interested people may contact CCPL's Sandy
Linn at 270-753-2288.

•
Paducah hosts first
Fall Fiber Festival
Special to the Ledger
In 2013, Paducah was named
a Creative City of Crafts and
Folk Art by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. Paducah was
the seventh city designated in
the creative field of Crafts and
Folk Art,
On Friday and Saturday,
MAKE, the Yeiser Art Center
and the Paducah School of Art
and Design will collaborate on
a Fall Fiber Festival, the first of
its kind.
National guest instructors will
be in attendance to teach numerous classes including wagon
wheel weaving, beginning crochet, learning to twine, triangle
loom weaving, Tibetan spindle
spinning, beginning knitting,
rug hooking and Appalachian
hearth broom making.
For a schedule of the weekend and for more information
about classes and to register,
visit makepaducah.com or email
makepaducah@yahoo.com.•

Although Murray is a long
way from the art galleries of
New York City, Murray State
University Director of University Galleries T. Michael Martin is
bringing NYC to Murray.
Artists Joel Carreiro and Yeon
lin Kim are currently presenting
their exhibits at The Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on the sixth floor
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building at MSU.
Carreiro's "Picturesque Philosophy" will be available for
viewing through Nov. 1. He said
his collection of work takes recycled art and makes it new.
"I would describe my work as
heat transfer collage. My work is
a lot like a painting," he said. "I
recycle art from the Renaissance
period or Indian paintings from
the East. I use the heat transfer
to put it on cloth, and adapt it to
make anything I want."
He said that some of his work
is so large that the limited gallery space available in New
York City doesn't allow for him
to set it up.
"In New York City, we can't
get his kind of space; this is so
wonderful," Carreiro said, walking through the MSU gallery.
"Some of these (his artworks)
I've never seen up before."
One of his pieces takes images
from a Renaissance painting.
"I coax the images to be
something different; it's a 16foot piece," he said. "I keep the
images intact to do a new job,
and the computer translates the
images to different shade of
(color)."
Carreiro said that working
with images that came before is
a study of what life is.
"This kind of collaboration
with images, working with what
came before us helps me interact
with what we do in life. You can
focus your imagination on the

DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times
Artist Joel Carreiro stands next to one of his pieces for
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery's show called "Picturesque
Philosophy."
"I pull the camera over the
image," he said.
Carreiro, also a professor at model, and the miniatures seem
Hunter College's department of quite large," she said.
Kim said that one of her
art and art history in New York
is 532 inches (44 feet,
models
student
City, said that he had a
that illustrated this idea while 4 inches) long and illustrates a
looking at a piece Carreiro did dream she had. She described
a
using catalogs of butterflies the dream as taking place on
spaceship.
from the early naturalists.
"It started in Utica (New
"The student reacted to the
I saw this woman sitting
York).
composifloating uplift of the
in front of the asylum. Over here
tion; the images of the butterflies
is the spatial grocery store. I'm
weren't straight up and down.
buying an apple from a robot. I
He said that it's not perfect, and never live to see where I'm ulhe liked that," he said. "As an timately going," she said, pointeducator, it's a pleasure to learn ing to the model.
that people react to your art."
"Stories actually inspire me.
Yeon Jin Kim, who is origi- I had a dream after I moved to
nally from South Korea, took New York City that I got sucked
her experiences and created into a spaceship. I was away
"The Imaginative World of Yeon from my native country,and this
Jin Kim" using collage and film story reflects that (experience)."
to illustrate it. Her show will run
She said that in a dream "anythrough Oct. 17.
thing can happen."
Kim described her work as 3D
"When you wake up, you can
dioramas that she films to make piece these things together,"
a picture of the story she wants Kim said.
After she builds the diorama,
to tell.
she then films the sequences.
DEBBIE BATTEIGER/
"The camera can scroll all the
Ledger & limes way down to create one big narOn the upper left, artist rative," she said.
Yeon Jin Kim demonstates
Another part of her exhibit is
how the figures in her di- a stop-action-like movie that she
orama move for the filming put together.
"It's called 'The Ghost and the
of her exhibit. In the bottom
photo, Kim stands next to Yellow House," she said."It's a
her 532-Inch collage. It is collection of a million still imagpart of "The Imaginative es. My cousin told me (a story)
about her time in Seattle when
World of Yeon Jin Kim."
she was pregnant with her child.
She believed that the house was
haunted; the house gets very
cold. Koreans believe they only
see Korean ghosts. This was a
white woman."
Kim said the film tells her
cousin's own immigration story.
"It resonates with my own
immigration story; I understand
her situation," she said. "It's a
metaphor for American culture."
The gallery is open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m.-5
p.m. and Thursday from 5--7
p.m. The gallery will be closed
on Oct.6-7 for Fall Break.II
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BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

each
Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager
ciassitiedemurrayledger.com

AAA Mini Storage
Sale
Oct 1 9 00 AM

CilenDi Ines
91 Spruce Street

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY
Wrecked, running and non-running
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAI
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum
i/Arloo
KEY RECYCLING
270-753-9224
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Is taking applications for
Full and Part Time Trailer Spotters
Must have a Class A CDL

10.25 First Day -20 words or less Over 20 words $30 eat&
Additional Consecutive Days:
8,22 per word per day.
$.3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Matz. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
-

The publisher maintains the right to retect or edit any
submitted matter

CLASSIFIEDS
DEADLINES

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE 8
FARM RAISED BEEF
Saturday At
Downtown Farmers
Market
Corner of 5th & Maple
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
270-753-3187

MaIas
ks Li NIL
ht
lled.n

Saturday

nut upra.

frilaa

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
classifiedemurrayledger.com

or stop by our
office 41001 Whitnell Ave.
•office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

Ghost and the
he said. "It's a
ion still imagi me (a story)
Seattle when
with her child.
the house was
se gets very
eve they only
;. This was a

Airport Rd.
Follow Signs, Same
Location as Always!
Pumpkins ALL sizes
J. Gingles
270-7534132
Like us on facebook 0
facebook.com/
pennypumpkinpatch

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
nuirrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to Johnetwods.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

Rest of KY
$49.00
$90.00
$135.00

3 mo.
6 mo.

12 mo.

Out of State
$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

3 mo.

6 mo.
12 mo

Check Money Order Visa

M/C

Name
Address
City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

ER&TIMI

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co

GREAT neighborhood
3Br 2Ba.
$785
rent
$785
deposit.
1800 B Valley Dnve.
270-753-8242.
Large 1 br apt. Newly
remodeled. Close to
downtown,
Washer/dryer, No pets
$395 plus deposit
270-556-7928

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

For all your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
*Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
'MSC Storage- 1900 N. 12th

NICE 2BR Duplex, All
Appliances
270-227-7414

*Garland Rental Boat & Mini-Storage - Hwy.94E
Cinnate Confroi
t FT 6,1R1 NE) T.I kE ARE OF YOUR CrtiRAfil AiFF1)51
1100 A N. 12th .)t P.O. Box 65 Mar, rr 7071
Office 270 753-2905 fax 270 753
..
. • garlandrentals..qmacom

LOOKING FOR A GREA" PLACE TO LIVE
FOX MEADOWS AND COACH ESTATES

persons are herebv informed,

270-753-3853
Cash paid for good,
used guns

A&F Warehousing
1 Bedroom Efficiency
Apt. close to MSU Call
between 10:00am and
5:00pm. 270-753-3474

inside
Bensons Sporting

Goods

I

519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

I
I

1
a

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required..
270-753-4109.
2BR, 'IBA duplex.
Furnished
270-753-0259

Lake
KENTUCKY
Labor
Moving.
Positions. $10 an hr.
Apply at
office. 40 Neale Trail Murray, KY.
270-753-2442
NOW Hiring!!!
House Keeping and
Maintenance Staff
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky
CRACKER Barrel hiring grill cooks, servers.
cashiers & retail.
Apply online at
iobs.crackerbarrel.corn
Benefits after 30 days

Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, suits, religion sev handicap,familial status or national origin, or inter,bon ti make any such preferences, limitations or discrimirianort
State laws forbid discrimination/
liii the sale itmtal or advertiUng
of real estate based on tadors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
Pie will knowingly accept
advertrAnt; Inc real estate %hl
a
is not in violation of the law

11/10.111111,1

person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early mornings, and
positions.
daytime
Jewelry positions for
days and nights and
early morning custodial
work.
270-759-1400.

At real estate advertised herein
Is subied to the Federal Fair

its
Sir
4/7 Surveillance•

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In

JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
Kitchen
Manager/
Executive Chefs. Apply
between the hours of 24PM. or vist us online
at cravejasmine.com

Murray Ledger & Tunes Fair
Houaing Act Notice

that all dwellings advertised ate/
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel,
Raw P. Milam, 1713:11 b48- 1000.

MOBILE HOME COMMUNITY!

Near MSU $20-50.

to get the latest news &

Matthew knew

kac Pre-Arranaernent
Specul,et. & Funeral D,rector

Light, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
or 270-753-9866.

H&H Guns

Now
Subscribe today Hiring!

Local Delivery

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

812 Whitnell Avenue• Murray

CALL US 270-753-1916
MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES

www.rnurrayledgencom!

Help ygur Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

Direct Care Positions- Want to work
in a rewarding field, where you are
appreciated by the people you serve?
F'& PT residential relief positions to
provide a safe and clean home environment for persons diagnosed with I/DD.
Weekend, Afternoon & Midnight shifts
available in Graves and McCracken
counties. Duties include but are not
limited to personal care, transportation
for community activities, leisure activities, documentation, medication administration, meal preparation, light housekeeping, laundry, etc. Minimum
Qualifications: at least 18 years old,
experience preferred, but not required,
must have a valid KY Driver's license,
be able to pass required background
checks.
Applications available at :
.4rbh,org
Send apration/resume
m
to:
Julie Castleberry, VPHR,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health,
425 Broadway, Suite 201,
Paducah, KY 42001. EOE

CAREGIVERS
Needed! We are currently looking for caregivers with overnight
availability. If you have
experience and are
compassionate about
what you do then
please contact us at
2707535990.

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website

PRE-PLANNING

9a.m. - 4p.m. M-F for more details

fl
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and good MVR.
We offer a great pay package.
Call 270-759-5540
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, I understand
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$325,000
Additional 87 acres of land at 83500.00/acre.

y inspire me.
er I moved to
It I got sucked
I was away
untry, and this
experience)."
a dream "any-

:e up, you can
gs together,"

Large 6 bedroom & 6.5 bath bridt home.
Private on 10 fenced acres. Large
activity rooms, home theater, gym.&
more. 2 Large shop buildings. 5 acre pond.

LIKE NEW
Tin
Long-arm-26"
Lizzie $5000- 12' (or 8'
or 4') long laser, stitch
regulator plus extras
731-641-8080 Paris
Landing Area.
Stephen King
Hard back books
Excellent conditions
Call 270-227-8721

4BR, 2BA,
1626 West Olive St.
On Campus, brand
new appliances, windows and siding,
Rent $800/month plus
deposit/references
and 1yr lease.
270-227-3071 or
270-436-5085

3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900.
270-293-5423

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Apartments,
Duplexes

HOURS

119 E MAIN ST
12701753-6266
MON-FRI
8 00-4 00

Straw $3.50/ bale.
(270)753-4582,
270-227-7352

Queen Ann
8PC
Cherry Dining Room
Suite.
6 chairs, buffet, 2
expansion
leafs,
$475.00
Excellent condition
270-804-1611 Randy

FIREWOOD For Sale
& Delivered. $60.00 a
rick. Call 270-293-7893

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-230
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
EOE

&

GALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

RENT to Own
16x60 2Br, 213a
52950/down,
$450/month
1/2 mile from KY lake
38 Woodlake Dr
Murray, KY 42071
615-397-3171

1BR from $345
2BR horn $375
270-75341556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TOO 1-800445-1833 mrt210

SATURDAY

753-7668
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner 01 121 S & Glendale

10x10's &10x15's

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle

Multiple sizes,
lighting In every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

(270) 293-6907

New Climate
Control led
Storage Units Now
Avollablel

PREMIER
MINISTO RAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
'Safe 8. clean
•We sell boxes!
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Call 270-753-999°
Visit us online at
www SI3Gproperty cum
or
www mun avky rentals corn

8 00-12 00

FALLING

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Wooded residential. ;
lot in established
Murray neighborhood
270-978-0876
270-759-5469

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
2'70-293-7872

i
BRICK Home for Salj:
in Puryear. 3Br 1 1/2
i
1600sq/ft. New interiott.;
paint and carpet witfoti
•,,
fenced
backyard.r
•"
89,900.
I.
For more informations,'
call 731-247-6193. :,
NEW Build 3BR/2BA al4:
brick home. The Gatesl:
1400so/ft.
•
•
270-227-0375.
..
`.
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Call today Don't Miss our FALLing Deak
ASK for NICK! 270-153-1916

26 WORD CLASSIFIED
ONLY415.00
2X2 DISPLAY AD
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YARD SALES

Sir

PUBLIC AUCTION

32 Sunshine Lane
FRI.(9/30)•7 AM-?

SATURDAY OCTOBER 1°, 2016 • 10:00 A.M.

MOVING SALE' Furniture, home decor, household items,

327 WINDSONG CIRCLE

Saturday, October V.9:00 AM
3335 121 S. Murray, KY 42071

17 Sunnyside Lane

Household, Antiques, CollactIbles, Glassware, Furniture,
Boating, tools, etc
4 Wheeler, Nice 40 ft Hentage Camper with 4 roll outs
Tools - Nissan Boat Motor, Trolling Motor, Generac generator,
shop fan, water hoses, seeder/planter, heaters, hand tools, stack
on tool chest, lanterns, Band saw, organizers w contents of bolts,
screw, washers,etc, drill press, and more
Furniture - Table & 6 chairs, China cabinet, Lamps, Floor Lamps,
couch, Desk, Odd Living Am Chairs, Coffee & End Tables, Brass
Bench, brass Tea Tray, chest freezer, Sun Rm Table w glass top
and $ Chairs, Wicker, Chair, Dorm Refrig, Leather Chair, 2 Flat
Panel TVs and stands, Dresser & Mirror, several Chest of
Drawers, Decor boat Shelf, and more
Glassware and Misc - Nice clean Washer & Dryer, Bicycles,
Lanterns, wood carvings, Croquet set, Clock, Vacuum, Brass figurines, Wall Mirrors, Microwave, Stereo and electronics, Pictures,
Decor ducks, cut and Pressed Glassware.
Come Prepared to spend the entire day!

Directions: 94E to Lancaster Road (497) to Codarhavon Dr. to

FRI.(9/30)& SAT.(10/1)• 7 AM-?

Windsong) Circle. Signs posted

Newer and vintage hunting and fishing items. Duck and goose decoys,

duck calls, BB guns, guns, paper shotgun shells, vintage traps, bass
and crappie lures, fishing rods, bamboo rods, many man-cave items.
vintage taxidermy, Ducks Unlimited decwtters, beer steins. metal and
wood signs,other household items & etc 270-978-2194

Columbia Gratonoia, Seth Thomas wall clock, old oval picture frames, nice
old Singer sewing machine, odd beds, chest, sm doll chest, rocker, couch.
roll top desk, maple dining table w/6 chairs, Jr Ukulele, Ray Harm print,
stone vase w/handles, Clinton, Ky old Porter Insurance Agency
thermometer, stamp collection, marbles, Ruby Red stem glasses,
odd dishes, flatware, kitchen utensils, meat chopper, odd pictures, Ember
Hearth wood stove, small freezer, elec Power Back generater 5000 watt,
yard cart, blowers, hand saws, power painter, garden-hand tools, other
toots, vise, hammers, tree limb trimmers, 2 wheel dolly, rod and reels, fishing tackle, 38 caliber Black Powder pistol, pistol, 410 single barrel rifle, The
Hamilton Rifle *27 22 caliber, pellet guns, SAAB car (no title), much more

506 North 12th Street, Suite A
In front of Tom's Pizza

SAT.(10/1)•7 AM-1 PM
SOUP FOR THE SOUL'S YARD SALE! Clothing, furniture,
toys elt electronics, taking donations.

Terms of auction is full settlement day of auction with cash or good check
with proper ID. Any announcement made day of auction take precedence
over printed material or any other oral statements made. Auction company
or owners not responsible for accidents. Concession available.

308 South 15th Street

FRI.(9/30)& SAT.(10/1)•8 AM-3 PM
Bedding. clothing, Halloween decor, costumes, household, crafts.

2112 Village Square

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS (ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC)CONTACT:

Darrell Beane Auctioneer

LL

Lynn Grove. KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KYa P2248 TNa 2493 Firm 5815
w w w darrellbeaneauctions.com

CHAVIS
REAL ESTATEa AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chavis• Broker/Auctioneer • KY* P2521

earti

www.chawlaametions.com

HONOR OUR HEROES THIS VETERANS DAY.
Name:

Yhiat2

Antiques 6, Collectable
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

I
I

Kight, Straight at stop
sign 1 1 1,. wile to(Lime Barn on
ItIght.
Far too many Items to list.

I
I
I
I

I
I

Number of Years Served:

1144 Highland goad

I

,

Message:

I

-Glassware- China- Silverware- TiresI Lawn Mowers- 2002 Lincoln Town Car1983 Pontiac Firebird (rebuildable)-4
Cylinder with turbo, 5 speed
- Aluminum frame trailer- BicyclesNew Stove- Tool Box- ChandeliersLight Fixtures- Plumbing- Electrical supplies-Name Brand Tools-Craftsman Etc.Furniture, Antique Pie Safe- Kitchen Oak
Table- Marble Top End TablesLawn Tools- Luggage- Toilets(used)
-4'Roll Chain Link Fencing- Post1
Rails Mole Trap- Small Animal TrapsOld Tonka Toys- Metal Collector Cars!
Table SawI 94 East to 1946

Branch of Service:

.\I( )\ IN(i S.1I
I )klies.
lurniitire.cloilic LK: 1111 /14 .

Estate Sale
I

Name of Payee:

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
I

Send payment to:
InGER

$12 SINGLE SPACE
$18 DOUBLE SPACE

weekly & special pickups
ocally owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

&TIMES42071

DEADLINE: NOV. 4 AT 5:00 PM

PO Box 1040, Murray, KY

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remcdeling & Pkirriotng

Gallimore
Electrical Contactors,LLC

we Do Insurarx;e Work
'"6a & Masterurci Accept,.

IndustrIal/Commerctal/aesideatlal
James C. GaIllmore
CMUKRAY.COM
WWW

I

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

(270) 759-0890
1'07)

FRAMES
TREE
SERVICE

i
.1

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

8 DEBRIS REMOvA

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to spell
something pertaining to sports.

Weddings

PMECTOE

/1nniversary's
.Engagernevirs
able

aladudo3 :Jaesiguy

WORD SCRAMBLE

ortkdays

Rearrange the letters to discover
something pertaining to computers.

ODCUL

6011
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. Celebrate
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 959 grid with
, acehthe nuummnlInrsd eachlto
Thethaot)lea
res so
ectchisrotowpl
aers
scimub
thetynu
seikfrleralxgiven
,. 9

S
SUDO.....,,,3x3_

Conceptis Sudoku
270-753-1911-,

of the Concephs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
By Dave Green

1

6 3
7

6

-4

Answer to previous puzzle

4 1 7 263985
2 3 8 4 5 9 711 6
6 598 1 7 24 3
3926 78 1 54
84 1 9 35 6 27
7 6 5 1 24 3 , 9 8
1 2 4 3 8 6.,5 7 9
976 5 4 1 832
583 79 2 46 1

9

5

8
5

3

7
3

6

1
8

5
61

Difficulty Level ***
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Lamb Tree Pras,

Ron
(270)227-3140
12701474-0323

•Triffirtlft /Tree
Removal
•Licertsed & Imaged

Free Estirrielea
270-753-TREE

•CM

DOWN
1 Finish last

*c•n-il Coating
tiiping
• Li( ;isect-Insured
40

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

t

a

(270) 759-0501

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling.
Clean out garages, gutters, junk & tree work.

(87X1)

ACROSS
1 Tree part
5 Momma's
mate
10 Dump
output
11 Speak
loudly
12 Food fish
13 Pay back
14 One way
to get
up in the
world
16 Copycat
20 Arm art
23 Garden
tool
24 Approves
25 Fierce
fire
27 Dance
tape
28 On the
schedule
29 Movie
artist
School
32
worker
36 Under
arrest
39 Lode
setting
40 Seizes
41 Cuzco
native
42 Train stop
43 Took in

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
•Asphalt Installation

Hill Electric

CROSSWORDS

GAME CENTER

530
Services Offersd

.117 1`

•

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMEN1

270

Serfless Offered

Services Offered

Sonless Offered

Phone:

27C

Vera Bradley & Coach.

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

We are still Digging.

NMI

wornens clothing, too mutt to list'

MURRAY, KY 42071

2 Revered
one
3 Embedded spy
4 Pithiness
5 Turning
point
6 Verdi
creation
7 Signing
need
8 Snubnosed
dog
9 Clumsy
galoot
11 Cookout
site
15 Singer
Tori
17 Not this

PASS
SCAT
DELTA
CANOE
EATEN
ADOPT
CRASHED
MER
ELS
STASHED
MAY
SKIES

ASTRO
OOMPH
DAM
TRASHED
SEC
RAE
CLASHED
L
I
NAL
RADII
EASEL
UNITS
BEDS
BOAS

Yesterday's answer
28 Fancy
18 Seep
buttons
19 Bassoon
Paris
30
part
subway
20 Old TV
Skilled
31
COp
show
33 Wee
34 In the past
21 Related
22 Curbside 35 Enjoy a
novel
Cry
36 Future
25 Political
flower
alliance
26 Wyoming 37 Try out
38 Eat late
city
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LES
TRAVIS
ASPHALT

old

lAvoscapova

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

'

SPAA2i Wa:•••

eNt

Licensed &
Insured

•RITIAW/A1

270-293-3248

CONTACT SC077

270-293-4256

I-?

•lic

goose decoys,
ige traps, bass
an-cave items,
eins, metal and
78-2194

lite

•I'Qmorfeidsz

Hill Appliance
Repair

210-978-7157

Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194

A

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

tw tutuie,

• Ne• Coeste.e160,
• Remodels
• CHiWill & PaintIng
• tiretteil loseed
• Fre & Water
12.0nra.:or

In

PM

thold, crafts.

are

tia

270.206.
RILL SEPTIC
MOOING
EXCAVATION
TIWOCIN6

mocprew
concrete

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Ail Yaw 5•ptec Meads

IrereaNce•en
lispair
OKI. Grovel.
*Amy neck,
Sand & Sheich
1270) Z93-8686

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODEUNG COM

*Driveways
•Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
•Dirl Work
•Lic. & Ins.

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Ad Shingles HandiNsice

Jeff *loom
931-2111402521

All Aspects of'
Remodeling
•Horne Improvemnts
•Brah •Kitchen
& Addilions
'Drywall •Paintutg
•Iiie •Floortng •Decks

Ducount
'Free Estimates
'Member of"A" Rating
on Angie 's List
...Insured •Sr

270-436-5959

Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special!

CONSISTENCY
AS.
ONLY $100.00
PEI MONTE.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
1101112T1111110
roa RETAILS
(270) 7113-1010.
ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People, Flirty
Chat. Meet singles right now! Call
Livelinks. Try it FREE. Call now. 1-888979-2264.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your JOB OPENING, EVENT,
ITEMS FOR SALE, AUCTION etc. in this
newspaper plus 85 other newspapers in
KY for only $250. Save time and money
by making one call for all! For more
information, contact the classified
department of this newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-223-8821, email:
sparry0kypress.com
AUCTIONS
CALVIN RAY'S Leitchfield, KY PreAuction Inspection, Oct. 2nd & 9th, 2-4
P.M. CDT. Details & terms btsauction.com Auctioneers Jeremy Lee
502.214.0265, Bruce Thomason Broker
502.955.7342

tractors, L LC

Lois, LLC

IssIdeatial
DIVORCE SERVICES
DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children
$125.00. Includes name change and
property settlement agreement. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy. 1-888-7337165, call us TOLL FREE 24/7.

'ore

W.COM

1890

ITCH ELL
BROS.
PAVING
Sell Coating
;Awing
;ised-1nsurecl
ears experience
0) 759-0501
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18
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14

35

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 - MAKE

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
& SAVE MONEY with your own bandrnill
- Cut lumber any dimension. In Stock
ready to ship. FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.com 1-800-5781363 Ext. 300N
HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS
Users! A cheaper alternative to high
drugstore pnces! 50 Pill Special - $99
FREE Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now: 1-800-490-2790.
HELP WANTED- SALES
EARN $500 A DAY: Insurance Agents
Needed • Leads, No Cold Calls •
Commissions Paid Daily • Lifetime
Renewals • Complete Training • Health
& Dental Insurance • Life License
Required. Call 1-888-713-6020
MOBILE HOMES FOR SALE
MOVE IN ready mobile homes. Owner
financing on select homes with approved
credit. No rent option, but buying could
be cheaper than rent! 859-977-3970
SERVICES
DISH Network - NEW FLEX PACK Select the Channels You Want. FREE
Installation. FREE Streaming. $39.99/24
months. ADD Internet for $14.95 a
month. Call 1-800-417-8079.

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS,
NEW PAY SCALE 'NEW 389 Pete's
•Trucks set 0 70MPH 'Starting pay up
to .52 CPM *Health Ins. •401K 'Pet
Diem Pay 'Home Weekends. 800-6489915 or www.boydandsons.com
APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High
Demand! Get your CDL Training in 18
days at Truck Amenca Training and go
to work! State WIOA Grants and VA
Benefits Accepted. Tuition Financing
Available if qualified. 1st yr. avg. $40,000
per ATA (502)955-6388 or (866)2443644
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign on
bonus. Regional flatbed. No tarp freight.
Excellent pay and benefits. Owner/Ops
welcome. Call 800-554-5661, ext 331.
www.tlxtransportjobs
CLASS A CDL Drivers, Local starting
time 10 p.m. 0TH Van, Flatbed, Teams,
Call Linda for details 502-863-0108.
YARD SALE
HIGHWAY 60 YARD SALE. THURSSUN •SEP 29 - OCT 2. 200+ Miles
through Western Kentucky on US
Highway 60 More information:

As a species, humans inherit murderous tendencies
By SETH BORENSTEIN
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Evolution and genetics seem to have
baked a certain amount of murder into humans as a species, but civilization has tamed some of the savage beast in us, according to a
new study.
Scientists calculated the rate at which more than 1,000 mammal
species kill their own kind, and noticed how closely related species have similar rates of lethal violence. They essentially found that
where a species is on evolutionary tree of life tells a lot about how
violent the species is to its own kind. And we're in a rough neighborhood.
Humans are "in a position within a particularly violent mammalian
clade, in which violence seems to have been ancestrally present,"
the study in the journal Nature says. That means that based on other
rather murderous species closely related to us, humans have "inherited their propensity for violence.'
As a group, mammals average a lethal violence rate against their
own of about three killings of their own species in 1,000 deaths. The
"root" violence rate of early humans and many of our closer primate cousins is about 20 in 1,000,said study lead author Jose Maria
Gomez at the University of Granada in Spain. But in the medieval
period, between 700 and 1500 A.D.,that deadly rate shot up to about
120 per 1000.
But we've gotten less murderous.
On average, modern humans now kill each on a rate of 13 in 1000,
Gomez said, basing his calculations on World Health Organization
data. But he says the exact numbers are rough and depend on many
technical variables, so what is more accurate is to say "violence has

decreased significantly in the contemporary age."
"It seems that we are in the present time less violent than we were
in the past," Gomez said in an email interview.
While humans are killing each other less than we once did, we are
not nearly as peaceful as the killer whale — which despite the name,
has a rate of interpersonal violence of pretty much zero(though Gomez notes that only a small sample of killer whales was examined).
Many whale species, bats and anteaters are particularly peaceful to
their own kind, the study finds.
But humans are far less violent than the cougar, certain baboons,
lemurs and chinchillas that have murder rates of well over 100 per

and rodents has a violence rate of about 11 in 1000. Further on, the
large grouping called Euarchonta that includes us, other primates,
tree shrews and flying lemurs has a rate of about 23 per 1,000. It
drops to about 18 for great apes.
It was hard to calculate lethal violence rates for early humans; Gomez examined several thousand prehistoric people's deaths across
the globe in archaeological sites.
Culture, government and other factors tamp down the inherited
violence, Gomez and colleagues conclude.
"Our study suggests that the level of lethal violence is reversible
and can increase or decrease as a consequence of some ecological,
social or cultural factors," Gomez said.
1,000.
These conclusions are similar to what Harvard psychologist SteThe study looks at violence through the lens of phylogenetics —
the study of evolutionary relationships, or how closely related spe- ven Pinker found in his book "The Better Angels of Our Nature."
He charted long-term reductions in war, murder, rape and bigotry.
cies seem to share common traits.
Pinker praised the Gomez study as creative and thorough.
"We found that closely related mammal species tend to have sim"Based on three biological facts — we are apes, we are social and
ilar levels of violence," Gomez said. The more closely related spewe are territorial — one would predict that humans should engage in
cies are, the more similar are their violence levels.
Gomez and colleagues used 1,044 studies that looked at 1,024 lethal violence in our natural conditions," Pinker wrote in an email.
different mammal species, with the causes of death determined for "Modem societies have developed, especially the role of law, that
more than 4 million individual mammals. Then for each species, the have reduced rates of lethal violence below what would expect for a
researchers counted the number of deaths due to a member of the mammal with our ancestry and ecology."
Harvard biological anthropologist Richard Wrangham, who studspecies killing another. They didn't use studies where they couldn't
find causes of death. And because of the study's historical nature, ies the roots of violence, praised the breadth Gomez study, but said
there some issues remain. He's especially concerned about too closeGomez could only examine killings, not wounding.
Moving up in evolutionary complexity often seems a walk on the ly linking primates killing their own,which is more the murdering of
wild side,especially in the branches of the tree of life where humans infants, to humans whose killing their own mostly involves adults.
Few species beyond humans and some social territorial carnivores
come from.
If mammals have a three in 1,000 violence rate, a superorder of like wolves and lions are part of the "adult-killing club" of their own
species called Euarchontogilires that includes our ancestors, hares, species, Wrangham said."Humans really are exceptional."•

Senators vote to override Obama's veto of Sept. 11 bill
including those involved in counterterrorism operations,"would be
victims," Cornyn said.
Families of the victims and their attorneys disputed concerns over vulnerable to accusations that their activities contributed to acts that
the legislation as fearmongering aimed at derailing the legislation allegedly violated foreign laws," the president said.
In a separate letter sent Monday to a senior House member, Dedecisively
Wednesday
that they have long urged Congress to pass.
acted
Senate
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Sen. Ben Cardin of Maryland, one of the Democrats who broke fense Secretary Ash Carter described the potential for foreign litito override President Barack Obama's veto of Sept. 11 legislation,
setting the stage for the contentious bill to become law despite flaws with Obama and voted to override, said "the risks of shielding the gants to seek classified intelligence data and analysis and sensitive
that Obama and top Pentagon officials warn could put U.S. troops perpetrators of terrorism from justice are greater than the risks this operational information to establish their cases in what could be an
"intrusive discovery process."
legislation may pose to America's presence around the world."
and interests at risk.
If the U.S. were sued overseas, a foreign court would decide
U.S.
families
the
right
to
sue
in
meagives
victims'
oppose
a
The
legislation
refused
to
lawmakers
elections,
Five weeks before
sure backed by 9/11 families who say they are still seeking justice 15 court for any role that elements of the Saudi government may have whether the information should be protected from disclosure, he
years after the attacks that killed nearly 3,000 people. The bill per- played in the 2001 attacks. Fifteen of the 19 Sept. 11 hijackers were said in the letter to Rep. Mac Thornberry, R-Texas,chairman of the
mits them to sue the government of Saudi Arabia for the kingdom's Saudi nationals. Courts would be permitted to waive a claim of for- Armed Services Committee. Paradoxically,the information could be
alleged backing of the 19 hijackers who carried out the plot. Saudi eign sovereign immunity when an act of terrorism occurs inside U.S. central to a defense against the accusations.
"Disclosure could put the United States in the difficult position
borders, according to the terms of the bill.
Arabia is staunchly opposed to the measure.
choosing between disclosing classified or otherwise sensitive inpledged
to
of
legislators
minded
vote
group
of
national-security
Still,
a
Senators voted 97-1 to override Obama's veto. The lone "no"
formation
or suffering adverse rulings and potentially large damage
upcoming
lame-duck
during
the
repair
problem
areas
discuss
how
to
D-Nev.
Reid,
Harry
Leader
was Senate Minority
A House vote on Obama's veto was expected later in the day session of Congress. But the fact that legislation could pass both awards for our refusal to do so," Carter wrote.
Sen. Bob Corker, R-Tenn., voiced his numerous concerns with
Wednesday. If the House also overrides, the bill becomes law. chambers of Congress without closer scrutiny left at least a few senveto
During his nearly two terms in office, Obama has never had a veto ators chiding themselves for not examining more closely the bill's the bill before the vote but decided to override the president's
anyway.
ramifications.
potential
overridden by Congress.
"I do so understanding that there could be in fact unintended conThe Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act,or JASTA,moved
Despite reversing Obama's decision, several senators said defects
sequences
that work against our national interests," said Corker,the
The
bill
by
voice
vote.
May
and
passed
the
Senate
in
lawsuits
to
the
floor
of
triggering
in the bill could open a legal Pandora's box,
chairman
of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
by
voice
vote.
this
month,
also
deaths
House
earlier
or
cleared
the
injuries
for
redress
seeking
countries
other
from people in
the
vote were Sens. Bernie Sanders,1-Vt.,and Tim Kaine,
Missing
Dianne
Feinstein
to
this,"
said
Sen.
pay
much
attention
"We
didn't
caused by military actions in which the U.S. may have had a role.
D-Va.
intelligence
commiton
the
Senate
California,
the
top
Democrat
would
of
bill
said
the
Obama
leaders,
Senate
In a letter Tuesday to
erode sovereign immunity principles that prevent foreign litigants tee."And boy is that ever a lesson learned."
Obama vetoed the measure last week, telling lawmakers the bill
"from second-guessing our counterterrorism operations and other
would make the U.S. vulnerable to retaliatory litigation.
actions that we take every day."
In his letter to Reid, the president said other countries could atBut one of the bill's leading proponents, Sen. John Cornyn,
R-Texas, dismissed Obama's concerns as "unpersuasive." Cornyn, tempt to use JASTA to justify similar immunity exceptions to target
the Senate's No. 2 Republican, and other supporters said the bill is U.S. policies and activities they oppose.
supooi t iti'.
Way
"As a result, our nation and its armed forces, State Department
narrowly tailored and applies only to acts of terrorism that occur on
United
intelligence officials and others may find themselves subject to law
U.S. soil.
C.illow.1%, eotinh.
"This bill is about respecting the voices and rights of American suits in foreign courts," Obama wrote. As an example. U.S. troops
By RICHARD LARDNER
Associated Press
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OMNIRao
tee years age
Former Murray High School
Tiller
football players Don Faughn, Tommy Latuner and Kenny Humphnes
130.,te for a photograph during the
tailgating portion of the Ty Holland
$tadium re-dedication celebration
Matthew Martin of Lone Oak was
recently hired to take over as director of the Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation.
Pictured is
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's radiology threefor Jon Rebuck as he speaks with
Mayor Tarn Rushing and MCCH
board chairman Jack Rose about the
new 64-slice CT.
.Evan Pierce, a senior at Calloway
County High School, wtt selected as the September Student of the
Month for the Murray Rotary Club.
He is the son of Roger and Vicki
Pierce.
Pictured is Will Kemp, a Murray
High School senior, who learned
feotball at an early age form his
grandfather Bill Furgerson, the former Murray State head coach who
tied last week.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Jim Frank of Murray, professor
emeritus at Murray State University,
has been named interim athletic director at MSU.
Beth Carraway was named Calloway County High School 1996
Homecoming Queen. Members of
the court were Amanda McCuiston,
Nicole Grogan, Chnssy Stubblefield, Missy Stubblefield and Crystal Nadeau.
Pictured is Murray High School
football coach Rick Fisher as he
gives quarterback O'Shea Hudspeth
a play in the first half of the Tigers'
loss to Trigg County. Also pictured
is Kenny Hammonds as he tries to
haul in a pass against a Trigg defender.
Mason McCuiston is pictured with
a 34-pound blue catfish he caught on
July 26. Gail McCuiston is shown
with a 40-pound channel catfish she
caught Sept. 7.
Stefani McCuiston, daughter of
Joe Pat and Jane Barnett of Murray,
received her Pharmacy license on
July 26.

Thirty years ago
Members of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue answered a fire call on
Gordon Road north of Murray. Harvey Smith lived in the house owned
by Homer and Vanetta Bullard.
Sparks from the house also ignited
the Gordon house across the road.
Six members of the Murray Optimist Club were recognized for their
contribution to the club at its annual
banquet. Pictured are Junior Cleaver, Mr. Optimist; Donnie Criswell,
rookie of the year; Ronnie Gibson,
president's award; Randy Dunn,
secretary-treasurer's award; Richard Vanover, Optimist of the Year
and Dick Ford, Key Man award.
New officers of the Murray Optimist Club were installed and include
Randy Dunn, president-elect; Donnie Criswell, vice president; Steve
Farmer, president and Mark James,
secretary-treasurer.
Members of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
are shown touring the garden of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Uddberg and include
Barletta Wrather, Janet Wallis, Margaret Owens, Jane Lane, Rosanna
Miller, Modelle Miller and Margaret Taylor.
Forty years ago
Guy Spann and Loretta Jobs have
been selected "Realtor of the Year"
and "Associate of the Year" respectively by . the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
K. Cochran at 1710 Holiday Drive
has been named as the residential
yard of the month by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Dowdy on
Sept. 22.
Fifty years ago
Senior Master Robert W. Long,
son of Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Long, has been awarded the U.S.
Air Force Commendation Medal at
Kadena AB,Okinawa.
Sixty years ago
Mildred Bell was installed as worthy matron and Bud l Stalls as worthy patron by the Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star on Sept. 25.

Husband needs help moving
beyond p ast sexual abuse

0111•••
DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
DEAR ABBY: My husband
DEAR ABBY: I'm planning high blood pressure. Should I take
recently disclosed to me that he
was sexually abused by his cous- on getting married this year, but I a potassium supplement'?
DEAR READER: This is a
in, who was the same age, when have cold feet. One day I want to
he was in high school. She black- be married; the next day I don't. great question, but before I answer,
mailed him by threatening to tell My fiancee is my best friend, and let me take a step back to explain
the connecwe have been dating for more than
everyone he
tion between
raped four years. Is there any way to get
had
potassium
her. She used over wedding jitters and live life
blood
and
power to the fullest? -- COLD FEET IN
this
pressure.
over him to OKLAHOMA
of
Tens
DEAR COLD FEET: An incoax sexual
thousands of
but telligent way to work through
favors
ago,
years
never inter- your jitters would be to talk them
our ancestors
through. Consider premarital
course.
survived on
a counseling with your fiancee. A
After
wild animals
year of look- number of subjects will be raised
Dr. Komaroff and a variing for help, during the sessions, including
Dear Abby
ety of plant
by
both of your feelings regarding
he confided
foods. This
by
Dr. Anthony
in his moth- handling money, having children
diet delivered
Abigail
er, but she (and raising them), and even the
Komaroff
plenty of poVan Buren
up fact that such a big step gives you
ended
tassium but
getting drunk butterflies. Please let me know if scant sodium. Today, the average
and telling the whole family about this helps. I wish you and your fi- American diet contains about twice
as much sodium as potassium, as a
the situation. Luckily, he was able ancee a long and happy union.
••••••
result of the high levels of salt in
to convince most of them it was
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 15-year- processed foods. This sodium-po"just the alcohol talking." At that
point, his cousin finally found a old bisexual girl, and I have a tassium imbalance is thought to be
boyfriend and stopped blackmail- big problem with relationships. a major contributor to high blood
They make me feel awkward. I pressure.
ing him.
Now,back to your question. The
This all happened five years ago. don't like holding hands and the
He hasn't lived in the same state mushy-gushy stuff hurts my soul. short answer is no, you should not
as his mom or the abuser in three I'm asking for help to come out to take potassium supplements unless
doctor prescribes them. Peoyears. I can tell that by confiding my parents and also what I should your
ple on blood pressure medications,
in me he feels much better, but do about not liking relationships.
in particular, need to be careful
I'm worried that he blames him- Am I the only one like this? I told
about potassium supplements.
self for his mother's alcoholism my friend once,and she was really
Many blood pressure medicaand his ruined relationships with confused. -- AWKWARD TEEN tions
can lower your potassium
his close friends in high school. IN TEXAS
level. Very low potassium can lead
DEAR AWKWARD: I do not
I'm also not sure whether or not
to dangerous heart rhythms. Many
we can bring his abuser to justice. think you should come out to your commonly prescribed diuretics
family until you are sure of exact- lower potassium levels. If you are
-- CONCERNED SPOUSE
CONCERNED ly who you are. From the tone of taking potassium-lowering diuretDEAR
SPOUSE: Encourage you hus- your letter, you appear to be still ics, your doctor will check the levband to talk to a licensed psycho- trying to figure that out -- which el of potassium in your blood. If
therapist about what was done to is completely normal for someone it is low, the doctor may prescribe
him. Victims sometimes blame your age.
potassium supplements.
Please do not put any labels on
themselves. I seriously doubt that
But other types of diuretics, and
yourself right now. Concentrate other commonly prescribed blood
his mother's alcohol abuse had
anything to do with him. That she on school, friends, things you pressure medicines, can raise pobetrayed his confidence instead of enjoy. Give it time, and I predict tassium levels. Examples of such
helping him was terrible. A thera- that in a year or two, when you are drugs are the diuretic called spimore clear about things, you will ronolactone, the drugs called ACE
pist can explain all this to him,and
inhibitors, and drugs called angiohelp him to see things clearly so know what to do,
tensin receptor blockers (ARBs).
he can decide how to proceed.

Today is Thursday, Sept. 29, the
273rd day of 2016. There are 93
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 29, 1789, the U.S. War
Department established a regular
army with the strength of several
hundred men.
On this date:
In 1829, London's reorganized
police force, which became known
as Scotland Yard, went on duty.
In 1907, the foundation stone was
laid for the Washington National Cathedral

In 1938, British, French, German and Italian leaders concluded
the Munich Agreement, which was
aimed at appeasing Adolf Hitler
by allowing Nazi annexation of
Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland.
In 1943, General Dwight D. Eisenhower and Italian Marshal Pietro
Badoglio signed an armistice aboard
the British ship HMS Nelson off
Malta.
In 1955, a one-act version of the
Arthur Miller play "A View From
the Bridge" opened in New York.
(Miller later turned it into a two-act

play.)
In 1465, President Lyndon Johnson signed the National Foundation
on the Arts and the Humanities Act
of 1965, creating the National Endowment for the Humanities and the
National Endowment for the Arts.
In 1978, Pope John Paul I was
found dead in his Vatican apartment
just over a month after becoming
head of the Roman Catholic Church.
In 1982, Extra-Strength Tylenol
capsules laced with deadly cyanide
claimed the first of seven victims in
the Chicago area.
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drink mix
10 MINUTES TO CLEAN!
1 3/4 cups powdered instant tea (unsweetened)
Help, Heloise!: My friends often call to announce
2 to 2 1/2 cups sugar
that they are popping over in 10 MINUTES. What are
the biggest areas to focus on so they'll be in at least a
I package lemonade mix(makes 2 quarts)
somewhat-ordered apartment? I don't have time for a
1 112 teaspoons ground cloves
deep cleaning; I'm just going for the illusion of tidi1 1/2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
ness and sanitation. Ha! -- Julie B., Bloomington,Ind.
Mix together all the ingredients and store in sealed
Julie, don't panic. Here are jars. Use I to 2 rounded teaspoons in 6 to 8 ounces
some hints for you: First, step of water (hot or cold). For more delicious tea reciinto your doorway/foyer area
pes, order my pamphlet by visiting www.Heloise.com,
and look at your living space
or send $3 and a long, self-addressed, stamped (68
the way your guests would.
envelope to: Heloise/Coffee and Tea, P.O. Box
cents)
What sticks out? Clothes strewn
San Antonio, TX 78279-5001. Make a sug795001,
about'? Dirty dishes, newspadrink and
pers, magazines? Pick up these ar-free version with diet powdered orange
of mix
teaspoon
I
only
then
but
lemonade,
sugar-free
trash
a
in
them
stow
and
biggies
bag or bin temporarily, and toss would be added to 6 to 8 ounces of water because it's
them in a closet or room where so concentrated. -- Heloise
NYLON PUFF
no one will go.
by
Dear Heloise: Using body wash on a nylon puff is
Next stop? Bathroom. ReHeloise
move spots from the mirror, great for lathering up for a shower or bath. I launder
wipe out the sink with a vine- my puff once or twice a week in the washer on the
gar/water mixture and swish a warm/cold cycle.
brush in the toilet bowl with your usual cleaner.
I'm wondering if this method thoroughly cleans the
Run the vacuum or sweep the big areas to eliminate puff for month after month of use, or if a new puff
dust bunnies.
each month is preferable for health reasons. -- Nancy
Then relax and enjoy the evening. -- Heloise
B., via email
FRIENDSHIP TEA
Nancy, these lather-makers are great for a sudsy
Dear Heloise: We have always loved Heloise's scrub in the shower, but they can harbor nasty bacteFriendship Tea. It makes a wonderful gift for neighria. Consider replacing them often. Heloise
bors or as a hostess gift. I've been unable to find the
LETTER OF LAUGHTER
orange-flavored breakfast drink mix as well as powDear Heloise: When someone is trying to lose
you
Can
me.
around
stores
grocery
dered tea in the
he or she complains about losing it first in the
weight,
help? -- Phyllis in Thousand Oaks,Calif.
from chewing all
Heloise Central checked and found that there are face. I've just discovered why: It's
-- it exvegetables
hard-as-a-rock
raw,
and
leafy
those
readers
online retailers that sell both products. For
ercises the face! -- Carolyn M., via email
who want the recipe, you will need:
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
2 1/2 cups powdered orange-flavored breakfast
Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Sept. 30, 2016:
This year you have the opportunity to head in a
new direction and/or honor a new beginning. You
might be feistier than you have been in a while You
could find that your temper affects your domestic
situation. Root out what is going on with you on
a deeper level. If you are single, you will meet
someone with ease. Stay uncommitted until the
right person comes along. If you are attached,
the two of you often get into squabbles, but your
charming ways allow you to make peace. Work
on accepting your significant other rather than
criticizing him or her. A fellow LIBRA is a delightful
friend.

t."

DUSTIN

Common painkillers such as ibuprofen (Advil. Motrin)or naproxen
(Aleve)can raise potassium levels.
Abnormally high potassium levels also can cause dangerous heart
rhythms.
If you are taking any medicines
known to either raise or lower your
potassium to dangerous levels,
your doctor should periodically
check your blood potassium level.
Keeping that level in the correct
range is important. This mineral
also plays a key role in the function
of nerves and muscles, including
heart muscle.
Your kidneys help regulate potassium levels in your blood. They
tend to keep your potassium level
from going abnormally high or
low. But age and medical conditions may impair kidney function.
As a result, the kidneys are not as
good at protecting you against abnormal potassium levels.
The FDA limits over-the-counter potassium supplements to less
than 100 milligrams (mg). However, grocery stores carry salt substitutes that may contain much higher
amounts of potassium. People trying to curb their sodium intake may
use salt substitutes. That's a bad
idea if you take a blood pressure
medicine that tends to raise potassium levels.
Your best bet is to get your potassium from foods instead of pills.
Many fruits and vegetables are rich
in potassium. Spinach, sweet potatoes, cantaloupe, bananas and avocado are all good sources. Potassium-rich diets help control blood
pressure and also lower your risk
of stroke.
Another connection between
potassium and high blood pressure
is a rare condition of the adrenal
glands that can cause both high
blood pressure and very low blood
potassium levels.
So if you have high blood pressure, ask your doctor what your
potassium level is. If the doctor
hasn't checked your potassium,
gently suggest that it might be a
good idea.

Hints From Heloise

Today In Illstory

sio.r

Try to get your potassium from
foods, not supplements

IM AFRAID
IT MAKES ME
LOOK OLD.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** You might choose to defer to someone
else and test out his or her idea. You'll want more
information before you head down this person's
chosen course. Ask and you shall receive.
Optimism surrounds the idea, which will convince
you to give it a try.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** An offer seems too good to be true. but
you'll still be interested. Ask yourself if you can
afford the losses if the idea flounders before you
put your John Hancock on any agreements. You
can relax and watch what occurs with amusement.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Tap into your resourcefulness for
solutions. You might want to do something
very different. As the day goes on, you'll gain
momentum. Opt for a new beginning with a loved
one, and you will be happy with your decision.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You'll want to be more in touch with what
a partner wants. In fact, it is quite clear that this
person will let you know what is happening with
him or her. Let a loved one clear the air rather
than rant all day. You have the potential for a new
beginning.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your determination to get the job done marks
your plans. How you see a personal matter could

change radically, mainly because your focus will be
on other matters. When you slow down and take a
step back, you'll see the situation differently.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You'll feel as if things are going your way.
Make sure that funds don't flow out of your checking
account too quickly. You might feel pushed to take
a risk. You'll have an opportunity to create greater
financial stability if you can say "no" more often!
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Opportunities to make some dynamic
changes could emerge. Maximize the moment.
Good luck heads your way and allows you to make
a much-needed change. Deal with a domestic
matter now.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Your instincts might tell you that everything
is OK. Stay centered, and do what you must. If you
have a strong feeling about a difficult situation,
postpone any actions until later in the day. How
you feel in the morning will be very different by the
evening.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Discussions might be more significant than
you realize. An argument that takes place in the
moming could be quite difficult to patch up. Don't
dwell on this matter; instead, use a more relaxed
period later in the day for a discussion.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Be more direct in how you register a
complaint or respond to an authority figure. Words
said now might be difficult to take back. How you
handle this touchy situation could determine how
this person views you. You are likely to gain in
multiple ways.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might need to watch what happens
behind the scenes. If you get surprised by a certain
situation, you could become upset. Try to be aware
of what is being said. Detach, and you will avoid
this problem altogether.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be imaginative when pursuing a key goal
if you approach the matter in a pushy style, you
will see it explode and cause a problem. A loved
one will be supportive. You might need to keep the
issue active in order to get where you want to go.
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2016 STATISTICS
3-62
72-33
17-50
10-17

M Nana
MMSOURI STATE
%Merit Mins
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
d Austin Posy
Op IMmIc Mr ems
UT MORTIS
It Eastern Ninon
TENNESSEE STATE
It Esteem Kentucky
JACKSOINILLE STATE
It Teweempee lsd1

16
17
1
1

3
1
0
0

10.9
16.7
5.9
15.6
75
5.0
158
6.1
143
67.0
5.0
-1.0
4.0

137
2.3
101 10.1
4.0
16
1
0.5
6
63
1
1.0
3
1.0
-24 -4.0
-25 -12.5
-12 -1.5

MB AV(a

fill2
2211
1
-8

0

1113
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2
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0

caniammiai
117
32
1
1
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50
10
4
9
3
6
2
22

210
251
53
203
53
36
96
20
29
67
5
-1
-6

MKS
20
15
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11
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6
3
2
1
1
1
1
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By JEFF Aiwa
jarenz@murrayledger corn
Running the football has been a huge
problem for Murray State in 2016.
The Racers(0-4 overall,0-1 Ohio Valley
Conference) have averaged 45.2 rushing
yards per game while giving up 212.2.
MSU is hoping to get its run game going
Saturday, when it travels to take on league
rival Austin Peay at 4 p.m.
"The lack of a running game is something that is keeping me up at night," Murray State head coach Mitch Stewart said.
-Our issue, offensively, which was no more
evident in our second-to-last drive (Saturday against Southeast Missouri), is that we
can't run it and, in the past few weeks, we
have seen press-man coverage. What that
does is put you in a situation where every
play has to be play that goes down the field.
We are living-and-dying with big plays
right now."
The Racers received three big plays
from quarterback KD Humphries, who
threw passes of 81 ,67 and 67, respectively
to Jesse Blackburn, Demetric Johnson and
Mareio McGraw on Saturday. Only Humphries' 67-yard pass to Johnson went for a
touchdown.
McGraw had MSU's longest run versus
the Redhawks, which covered 15 yards.
Statistically, the Governors have the
worst defense in the OVC against the run,
allowing 310.0 rushing yards and a leaguemost 12 touchdowns on the ground.

Dodson probably out for season

Injury report

Mark Dodson II, the running back who
sat out the 2015 season at Murray State after the NCAA ruled him ineligible due to a
transfer rule violation, has been wearing a
walking boot since suffering a foot injury
in the season opener at Illinois on Sept. 3.
"I have been told that all of his X-rays
have been negative, but he hasn't had a lot
of improvement. I wouldn't hold my breath
on his return." Stewart said.
Stewart admitted Dodson is about 80
percent healthy and can run straight ahead,
but the Racer running back feels pain whenever he tries to make cuts downfield.
Dodson has gained 16 yards on four carries this season.
Linebacker Quincy Williams is expected back in the MSU lineup after sitting out
Saturday with concussion-like symptoms.

sion protocol exams.
bow, played a few snaps against the Red"We're always day-by-day around here," hawks,including knocking away a potential
Stewart said in regard to injuries."We talk touchdown pass to Tremane McCullough in
about our 24-1 mentality. That means every the end zone on the last play of the first half.
day that you go out to practice, you need to
Stewart said Humphries, who has a
be the best in practice. If you string together sore shoulder, would be again limited in
enough days of being the best in practice, as the amount of reps he gets in practice this
coaches, we're going to make the move of week. Humphries, who did not practice in
the week leading up to MSU's game against
putting that player in the lineup."
The Racers'coaching staff had been im- Southeast Missouri, threw for 343 yards,
pressed by defensive back Nigel Walton, one touchdown and no interceptions on 22
who got the start over Marquez Sanford of 33 passing.
against Southeast Missouri on Saturday.
Sanford, who had been nursing a sore ele. See RACERS, Page 5

TAB BROCKMAN/Ledger & Times file photo
Murray State's Marieo McGraw runs with the ball against Southeast Missouri's J.J. Flye after making a catch from Racers quarterback KO Humphries on
Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. The play covered 67 yards.

MSU must kickstart run game
to have chance vs. Austin Peay
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HOUSTON - JJ. Watt is out until at
least December and could miss the rest
of the season with an injured back, leaving the Texans searching for ways to deal
with the loss of the NFL's best defensive
player.
Watt was placed on injured reserve on
Wednesday, which means he'll be out for
a minimum of eight weeks.
"You can never replace the best player in the NFL," coach Bill O'Brien said.
"When someone like that goes down, it's
a tough thing obviously, but at the same
time ... this is a team.
"A team made up of some really good
veteran leaders, some really good young
players. We're looking forward to the
challenges that are ahead."
O'Brien said Watt had re-injured his
back and putting him on IR was the best
thing for his long-term health.
"It's flared up to the point where he
can't continue to play right now," O'Brien
said. "Going on IR will give El. all the
time he needs to make sure that he's 100
percent healthy and back to being him-
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self."
The team was still exploring the injury
and it's unclear if it will require surgery.
Watt, who has won the Defensive Player of the Year for the past two seasons,
missed training camp and Houston's four
preseason games after surgery in July to
repair' a herniated disk in his back. The
defensive end started each of the team's
three regular-season games and got hurt
again Thursday against the Patriots.
Some have wondered if Watt's latest
setback came because he returned too
quickly from surgery in July. O'Brien dismissed that suggestion.
"JJ. did absolutely everything he
could do to get back on the field after surgery this summer," he said."He followed
his doctor's orders, he played it smart. He
passedW every test before being cleared
to play."
Watt is the latest star player to suffer a
significant injury this season after Dallas
quarterback Tony Romo, Minnesota running back Adrian Peterson and Cleveland
Browns quarterback Robert Griffin III
have all been placed on injured reserve in
recent weeks.•

Texans place star Watt
on injured reserve list
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DAVE WINDER/Murray State Athletics
Runners compete during the 2016 Racer 5K Run on Saturday in Murray.

Saturday's Resalb
At Murray Stale University
1. Justin Taylor, 16:57; 2. Taylor Osborn, 1824; 3. Muirth Aldoaylij 18:47; 4. Nate Rininger, 18:51; 5. Jason Darnall, 20:23; 6.
Dylan Baker, 22:38; 7. Dan Jaynes, 22:51; 6. Fletcher Spanner,.
22:57; 9, Namgyu Heo,22:59; 10. Jacob Hainaut 23:05; 11. Elaine
Main, 23:13; 12. Leah Abell, 2340;13. Chris Abell, 23:40:14. Aaron Tannish, 25:12; 15. Veylee Grafton, 2521; 16. Gary Scouncik,
25:26; 17. Saddle Krehbial, 25:38; 18. Darby Futrell, 25:47; 19.
Daniel Young, 25:53; 20. Andrea Just, 26:19: 21. Daniel Biegerl.
26:34; 22. Michael Gold, 2636; 23. Lauren Jackson, 27:00; 24.
Brian Evans, 27:16; 25. Staci Horn, 27:35, 26. Beth Gay,28:15; 27.
Tim Holmes, 28:39; 28. Jaime Staengel. 28:39: 29. Kate Johnson,
28:46; 30. Ryan McLinchey, 28:52; 31. Jason Destardins, 28:57;
32. Katy Flanigan, 28:58; 33. Bommanna Loganathan, 29:22; 34.
Kayley Main, 29:36; 35. Joy Humphries, 29:50; 36. Barry Welch,
30:24; 37. Craig Peters, 30-.34; 38. Mike Theisman, 30:40; 39
Dalton Lebeda, 30:45; 40. Allison Lebeda, 30:46; 41. Lynn Williamson, 3198,42, Joe McMahon,3112.43. Judy Crofton, 3112;
44. Lindsay Welsch, 32:22; 45. Kith Drake, 33:01; 46. Sherry Adcock, 33:55; 47. Finley Lencki, 33:57; 48. Blair Lencki, 34:01; 49.
Herbert Frederick, 34:09; 50. Cassidy Carroll, 35:35; 51. Steven
Ewing, 35:36:52. Anna Sohl, 36:19; 53. Dorothy McMahon,3621;
54. Kenzie Cantrell, 36:53; 55. Kyrstan Proctor: 37:27: 58. Stella
Childress, 37:28; 57. Shelby Buxton, 37:38; 58. Carol Gardner,
38:47; 59. Kelsey Gardner, 3847:60. Debbie Welsch, 38:48; 61.
John Settles, 39:10:62. Claire Gotenann, 3927; 63. Tammy Lawrence, 42:58; 64. Caleb Skaggs, 42:59; 65. Carolyn Todd, 43:50;
66. Brad Weston, 48:33; 67. Tonya Desiardins, 51:15; 88. Marl
Cayanah, 52:34; 69. Julie c.assin, 534; 70. Christina Pilotb,
5392; 71. Cindy Weston, 53:44; 72. Cherie Weston, 53:44; 73,
Ron Weston, 53:45.

2016 RACER 5K RUN

(25:47, 40-49 males) and Joy Humphries
(29:50,40-49 females), Dan Jaynes (22:51,
50-and-over males)and Elaine Main(23:13,
50-and-over females).•

Taylor wins Racer 5K run
Murray State Athletics

The Murray State track and field and
cross country programs sponsored the third
annual Racer 5K Run on Saturday.
Seventy-three runners participated in the
event where the proceeds went to support
the MSU track & field/cross country programs.
A warm and muggy morning greeted
the field of runners when they started the
5K run at the Susan E. Bauernfeind Recreation & Wellness Center. The trail looped to
the south side of the Murray State campus
around Sparks Hall and then headed north
where the finish line was on the track inside
Stewart Stadium.
Justin Taylor was the overall male winner with a time of 16 minutes, 57 seconds.
He was also the winner of the 30-39 age
group.
Other winners included: Taylor Osborn
(18:24, I9-and-under males) and Kaylee
Crafton (25:21, 19-and-under females), Jason Darnall (20:23, 20-29 males) and Saddie Krehbiel (25:38, 20-29 females), Beth
Gay (28:15, 30-39 females), Darby Futrell

READ US ONLINE

www.murrayledger.com

MLB: CINCINNATI 2, ST. LOUIS I

Cardinals manager Mike Matheny
brought closer Seung Hwan Oh in
with one out in the eighth inning. Oh
struck out both batters to get the Cardinals out of a jam after Duvall tripled to lead off the inning.
Oh left the game with two outs
in the ninth after being hit by a line
drive from Jose Peraza.
The Cardinals had runners on
second and third with one out in the
eighth, but couldn't convert.

ST. LOUIS - Adam Duvall's
two-run single was all Cincinnati
needed as the Reds beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-1 on Wednesday night.
The Reds' third win in their last
four games dealt a Won to the Cardinals' playoff hopes. St. Louis lost
ground in the race for the two NL
wild cards, falling 2 1/2 games behind the New York Mets and possibly
Special Guests
two games behind the San Francisco
The
St. Louis Blues attended the
Giants pending the outcome of their
game and defenseman Kevin Shatgame against the Colorado Rockies.
Reds starter Anthony DeSclafani tenkirk threw out the first pitch. The
(9-5) allowed one runner in each of Cardinals wore hybrid Blues/Cardithe first four innings, but only once nals jerseys during warmups.
during that span did the Cardinals
Roster Moves
have anyone in scoring position. He
The Reds claimed IF/OF Patrick
stranded five runners, including two
in the sixth, his last inning. He al- Kivlehan off waivers from the San
Diego Padres and placed SS Zack
lowed six hits and one run.
It was the fifth quality start out of Cozart on the 60-day DL list. This is
six in DeSelafani's career against the the fourth organization Kivlehan has
Cardinals. He improved to 4-1 with a been a part of this season.
2.13 ERA against St. Louis.
Trainer's Room
Duvall drove in his 101st and
Reds: 2B Brandon Phillips (left
102nd RBIs with his third-inning sin- hand)
and OF Scott Schebler (left
gle. He bas seven RBI in the series.
hamstring) were scratched from the
Raitiel Iglesias earned his fifth lineup.
save in six opportunities with two inCardinals: OF Matt Holliday
nings of relief.
(thumb) is not on a live batting pracCardinals starter Mike [cake (9tice schedule.
12) allowed five hits and two runs in
five innings, striking out six.
Up Next
lcake was lifted for pinch-hitCardinals: RHP.
Alex Reyes (4-1,
ter Matt Adams in the fifth and he 1.58 ERA) has earned a win in his
grounded into a double play that last three appearances. He is 0-0 with
Watt! Aledmys Diaz for the Cardia 2,5.7 PRA in thrm RAVI'WPM'.
****
nals'Ione run.' "
•
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By JOE HARRIS
Associated Press

Duvall's single lifts
Reds to win over Cards

AUTO RACING

Same/lay

hegameg

end and driver talent made a
difference on race day. Now,
the teams that unload with fast
cars on Fridays are typically the
ones contending for wins two
days later.
"On Friday, you can pretty
much tell who is a contender
and who is not, and 10 to 15
years ago, it didn't used to be
that way," he said."There were
guys that could work through
the weekend and get things
right. Now you've either got
it or you don't when you come
off the truck on Friday."
The most frustrating part
for the three-time champion is
that there's very little he feels
he can do as a driver to improve
his chances every week.
"That's part of why I'm
ready to do something different - because I can't make a
difference anymore," he said.
"I can't go out there and do different things with my feet and
different things with my hands
and run a different line and fix
the problem. I used to be able to
do that. I can't do that anymore,
and you get so frustrated, you
can't see straight.
"You try everything in the
book that you know, and it
doesn't help."
Stewart has spent his entire career being outspoken,
and noted Wednesday that the
group text he's on with most of
the active drivers discuss nearly unanimous complaints every
week. Yet he tends to be the
only one to take the gripes pub-

W
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Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HVVY 121
270-436-5496
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8 a.m.-8 p.m.

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"
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lic, risking a NASCAR fine,
and Stewart said he's more than
ready to relinquish that role.
The money lost doesn't
bother him, but he's gotten
to the point where he doesn't
think his words make a difference.
"I've been fighting that fight
forever, and it's not something
I am willing to go into depth
on, but it's another reason I am
ready to exit," he said. "You
can only beat the drum so long
and it can only fall on deaf ears
for so long before you say,
'OK,the people who can make
it better can't make it better.Stewart admitted he's "exhausted" after 18 years of
shouting in the wind.
"I've had my fill of fighting
the fight," he said. "At some
point, you've got to say 'Why
do I keep fighting this fight'?'
There's a lot of stuff to be frustrated about right now."
In retirement, Stewart will
stay busy. He is a half-owner of
Stewart-Haas Racing, which is
moving to Ford next season and
adding an Xfinity Series team.
He owns Eldora Speedway
in Ohio, a lower-tier racing series, and plans to race between
40 and 50 times next year in
sprint cars. His first race is already scheduled - he won't
reveal what it is, but said it
won't be the Knoxville Nationals and will be a pavement race
- and he's excited to not live
by the rigorous, 38-week NASCAR schedule.•

Cypress Spring
Restaurant
NEW FALL HOURS!

mwedkier•

CHARLOTTE,' N.C. Tony Stewart is at peace with
however his final season in
NASCAR comes to an end.
There are eight races remaining in his storied career,
but he is on the verge of being
knocked out of the 16-driver
Chase for the Sprint Cup championship field. Stewart is 15th
in the standings, so he either
needs a win Sunday at Dover
International Raceway or the
drivers ahead of him in the
standings need to have some
serious trouble.
Down to his last chance to
add to his legacy, Stewart said
Wednesday during an appearance at the NASCAR Hall of
Fame that he'll try to win at
Dover and will be disappointed
if he doesn't advance into the
second round of the Chase.
But he is so frustrated with
the current state of NASCAR,
he's ready to hang up his helmet and focus on sprint cars
and dirt races.
Stewart had to claw his
way to a 23rd-place finish last
weekend at New Hampshire,
and said nothing he tried could
overcome his discomfort with
the current rules package and
tire combination.
"We're in an era where technology has taken over," he said.
Long gone, he noted, are the
days when a team could chip
away at its race car all week-

By ENNA FRYER
Associated Press

Stewart weary as he tries to
race his way into 2nd round

Thursday, September 09,0016
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AP Photo
St. Louis' Randal Grichuk Is unable to catch a ball hit for a triple
by Cincinnati's Adam Duvall during the eighth inning Wednesday
In St. Louis.
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Jeremiah Winne
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Kenn Robertson
Darmos Stribling

6.0
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2
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1
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The Galloway County wide receiver has
two TO receptions to
help the Lakers defeat
Madisonville-North
Hopkins 21-14 last
Friday in Madisonville.
CCHS improved to 4-1
for the first time since
2002.

KEVIN
ROBERTSON

Robertson

COS GRID PLAYER
OF THE WEEK

Statistics we through four games Updated statistcs were
not available before press time

NOTE

Jacob Bash 3, Chandler Cain 1, Colby Culver 1, Michael
Behrens 1, Josh Binger 1

FUMBLE RECOVERIES

Jacob Bellah 1, Jeremiah Malone 1, Cody Orr 1

INTERCEPTIONS

Colby Culver 38, Chandler Cain 28, Michael Behrens 26, Jordan Norsimathy 26, Ben Yong 24, Josh Oliver 23, Cotton Cox
14, Tre Daniel 13, Jacob Bollail 12, Cody On 11, Jeremiah
Malone 10, Gage Phillips 9, Bryce Chester 4, Robert Franco
2, Sidney Hansen 2, Garrett Lovett 2, Dylan Behrens 1, Lance
Steinfeldi 1, Dylan Bell 1, Kevin Robertson 1, Jacob Watters
1, 10 Franklin 1, Jameson Owen 1, Derek(' Stribling 1

TACKLES

7

TO 1113

ATT YDS AVG TO

4
2

303
33
13

CI1E9
22

49
8
2

50
42
13
7
1
1

RECENING

OPPONENT
Olito COUNTY
vs. Murray High
Bye Week No Gene
at Marshall County
at Trigg County
at Madisonville-NH
at Hopkins County Central
WEBSTIR COUNTY
HOPKINSVILIf
LOGAN COUNTY
GRAVES COUNTY

Jacob BOW
Clartios Stribling
Jeremiah Malone
Cody On
John Foster
Christian Bobo

RUSHING

Jacob Bellah
John Foster
Jeremiah Malone

ATT

22-0
13-2

08/20
08/27
09/02
09/09
09/16
09/23
09/30
10/07
10/14
10/21
iota

PASSING

SCORE
W
W

DATE

2016 STATISTICS

Good Luck Racers, Tigers & Lakers!
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cient on Friday night. We still have some Chandler Cain, Colby Culver and the rest
new players getting some valuable time as of the Lakers defense will have its hands
the starters heal back to 100 percent. Al- full once again, but may benefit from some
Behind gutsy performances from players though we have inconsistencies in some Hopkins County Central fatigue.
who weren't exactly 100 percent healthy, places, we finished well. We are in better
After the Storm an earned overtime
the Calloway County Lakers (4-1) escaped shape this week. The practices are getting victory at Logan County last
Friday. HCC
with a road win at Madisonville-North sharper and more focused, but we have to might be weary. but not depleted.
Its 4-2
Hopkins last Friday, but a win nonetheless. continue to be a physical team" Calloway record may even be a bit
tainted, as the
As a result,CCHS is 4-1 for the first time County head coach Mickey Garrison said.
strength of the Storm's schedule hasn't been
since 2002, but more importantly than that,
Now a road game against a 4-2 Hopkins stellar. But if Garrison learned anything
they have a leg up in District 4 play,starting County Central tram is the only thing stand- from last Friday's win, it's
that the Lakers
off 1-0 after their first district matchup.
ing between the Lakers and a four-game have to maintain focus on themselves to get
With wide receiver Jeremiah Malone homestand at Jack D.Rose Stadium to close better in practice this week.
triple-teamed on offense all night long and out the regular season.
"Regardless of who were playing, we
with an interception against Maroons quarAs hard as ills to believe that football have to get better. It doesn't matter. If we
terback Dalen Gipson being his only catch, season has already breeched the midway are talking about a District 4
championship.
Kevin Robertson stepped into the role of mark, the Lakers have just one road game we have a long way to go in
the next few
Superman,and filled it well.
remaining until the second round of the weeks. But we will continue to work hard
Robertson snagged three catches Friday KHSAA Class 4A playoffs. This will be a and believe in this locker room and in
this
in the Lakers'fourth win of the season,each lengthy trip that will have to fuel Garrison team. We have to continue to get better
at
one more important than the last.
and the Lakers one last time.
After Robertson hauled in a 54-yard
Michael Behrens, Jordan Norsworthy,
". See LAKERS, Page 5
touchdown strike, he caught an I8-yard
desperation throw from Jacob Bellah that
set him up for his third catch --- a 3-yard
touchdown pass to seal the game.
Still, Robertson gave all of the credit
to Bellah and, rightfully so. Bellah's 162
rushing yards on 28 carries,two touchdown
passes and a rushing touchdown illustrated
just how easily he can take over a fourth
quarter, but it's easy to forget that he's doing all this in just his first season as a quarterback.
"I'm glad I got my opportunity to capitalize on a few things Friday night, but I
give all the credit to Jacob. He's a heck of a
player, especially coming into his first year,
he's done a great job. I know, including
me, there are a ton of people on the team
that need to get back to being 100 percent
healthy so we can go," Robertson said after
Friday's victory.
After a brilliant first quarter in which
Calloway County put up 14 points, the Lakers wouldn't score again until Robertson's
TD catch late in the 4th quarter, but the in•Haw=
consistencies on offense were patched up
by superb tackling while CCHS continues
to mend the mid-season bruises.
"The tackling was certainly more effi-

By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledgercom

CCHS still earning respect
while in search of 5-1 record
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nities were taken away on a fumble and a
4th-and-1 stop on the goal line.
Another shining nugget has been kicker
Matthew D'Elia who has been simply stellar for the special teams unit, averaging 2.0
points in being Murray High's second-leading scorer. With increased efforts from
Jayden Jackson, Jordan Boyd and John
O'Brien, the Tigers have every reason to
be positive about their potential for the last
three games of the season.
On Friday, Mayfield will remind the
MHS fans that the Cardinals haven't forgotten about last season's 17-7 win,a game
that some anticipated the Tigers winning.
With Murray High's bye week coming
on Oct. 7, there's no better time for the Tigers to muster two weeks worth of strength
and preparation into this Friday's showdown with Mayfield.
"In my opinion, I think Mayfield approaches every game the exact same way.
They know they'll give every team they
play their best performance up to that point.
They'll come ready to play and fired up
for a District 1 matchup. The atmosphere
should be great, but we'll have to do our
part and execute," Hodge said.
The Cardinals, who haven't lost since
Sept. 11, 2015 against McCracken County, flaunt a 6-0 record and an average of 46
points per game.
But Mayfield has had to dO.v:rithout seStildit: Who suf

fered a dislocated right elbow in a 46-41
victory against the Mustangs on Sept. 9. His
return could come Friday night.
The Cardinals also took down the best
team in Class 3A, the Corbin Redhounds
35-34 last Friday, to remain undefeated in
what is now a I7-game winning streak dating back to last season.
Bright has accumulated 652 rushing
yards and 10 rushing touchdowns in the
four games he's played. Jack Murrell and
Kent Trey Matthews serve as the receiving
corps with four touchdown catches each in
2016 after losing Lane Kennemore to graduation last season.
Of all the threats Mayfield poses, quarterback Landon Arnett is no doubt the Cardinals top weapon. Arnett has thrown for
1,451 of Mayfield's 1,464 passing yards
through six games and has thrown 17 TDs.
passes.
With all the hype surrounding this series
every year, no one would argue that it's going to be tough to replicate last year's hype,
but the crowd at Ty Holland Stadium will
come locked-and-loaded, regardless.
"I think we have to continue to develop
our entire team and get better what we are
trying to execute on Friday nights. I think
we have to continue to push gaining confidence and understanding of what each
player's role is on every given play so our
execution can be better across the board,"
Ntidne

A sign attached to The Roy Weatherly Press Box at Ty Holland Stadium
displays a famous quote by the late Murray High Tigers public address announcer, "It's football time in Tiger Town."

DAVID SNOW/Ledger 81 Times

MHS prepares for Mayfield
with confidence on its side
Class IA No. 2-ranked Russellville got
some payback against Murray High on Friday when the Panthers came to Ty Holland
Stadium and secured a 33-14 win to put the
Tigers in a 1-5 hole a little more than midway through the season.
MHS posted a 31-7 win at Russeliville
in 2015.
Despite the endurance of their first fivegame losing streak since 2006, the Tigers
found some confidence to build on during
their Senior Night, for a team that is still
learning to play together.
After trailing Russellville 33-0 early,
Murray High reeled off the final 14 points
behind Dalton Lassiter's explosive offensive role and Michael Parks third rushing
touchdown of the season. The 14 points
were the most scored since putting up 17
on against West Greene,Tenn., on Aug. 20.
Murray High was also able to score as
many points in the second half Friday as the
Tigers had scored in their last four games
combined MHS produced 19 points in that
span.
MHS has too much heart, too much history and too much pride to simply lie down
the rest of this season. With defending KHSAA Class 2A state champion Mayfield on
tap at Ty Holland Stadium at 7 p.m. Friday,
the Tigers can't afford to even think about
"I think it's great for our team's confidence because, if we can understand what
we're supposed to do and secure the ball,
we can go to the next play and move forward. We were able to make past the mistakes that we made early on. We were able
to just for get about them and we could
move on," third-year Murray High head
coach Keith Hodge said.
"We certainly put together some well-executed series at certain points in the game.
And simply, it was because we did things
soundly and with some focus. Doing it from
start to finish is the key. We have to keep
battling toward that goal every day. Several players gained confidence from the other
night and that was what we needed."
Only having to punt one time in the first
half against Russellville,the Tigers had several solid offensive drives in their first home
game at Ty Holland Stadium in 2016 but,as
the story has been this year, they couldn't
capiutlize.
. .Theee-ireets ago against Marshall Comp
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Humbled SEC teams look to keep division title hopes alive

rest," first-year Georgia coach Kirby Smart
said. "We've got to show improvement at
pretty much every position,especially from
the last game."
The Bulldogs could get leading rusher
Nick Chubb back after he left the game early against Ole Miss with a sprained ankle.
The East-leading Volunteers want to
build off their 38-28 win over No. 23 Florida that ended an 11-game losing streak to
the Gators. Rallying from 21 points was
exciting for the Vols, but the challenge is
avoiding a letdown and proving their mettle again. A win gives them control over
the division and momentum heading into a
challenging stretch that continues with big
games the next two weeks at No. 9 Texas
A&M and top-ranked Alabama.
"It's a week-to-week season," Tennessee coach Butch Jones said."The more you
win,the more that's at stake."
The Gators hope to redeem themselves
in Nashville when they visit Vanderbilt.
They've lost just once to the Commodores
since 1989 but have been pushed in recent

years and escaped with a 9-7 home win last fensive coordinator Cam Cameron, moves
that came a day after LSU lost 18-13 to Aufall in Gainesville.
Making last week's collapse against Ten- burn.
Officials ruled that LSU's last-gasp
nessee a distant memory is crucial to the
Gators' quest to repeat as division champi- touchdown pass came after the time expired, leaving the Tigers with a loss that
ons.
"It's not like our season is over with or knocked them out of the Top 25 and led to
anything like that," Florida safety Marcus the coaching change.
After starting the season ranked fifth in
Maye said."Everybody still has their heads
up. ... We're still the defense we know we the country and picked by SEC media to
are,so we're going to continue to get better finish second in the West behind defending
national champion Alabama, LSU is now
every day."
Vanderbilt is looking for its first SEC among four I-1 teams in a division led by
win and Commodores linebacker/safety unbeaten Texas A&M (4-0, 2-0 SEC) and
Oren Burks said getting the jump on Florida the Crimson Tide. LSU (2-2, 1-1) must regroup with a new leader for the first time in
will be critical.
"We have to come out fast and come out 11-plus years.
"Guys are not ready to put the season to
physical," Burks said. "That's going to set
rest," LSU junior quarterback Danny Etling
the tone for the rest of the game."
LSU probably has the most to atone for said. "I just expect us to keep trying to improve every game, try and improve from
this week.
Ed Orgeron makes his debut as LSU's last week, correct mistakes, move on and
interim coach when the Tigers host Missou- try and get our feet underneath us with new
ri. Orgeron took over following Sunday's leadership."•
firing of longtime coach Les Miles and of-

Teams throughout the Southeastern Conference that have been pummeled can take
some solace in knowing that one humbling
loss does not end hopes of winning the division.
It's also a cautionary fact for the division
front-runners looking to keep momentum
going.
Whatever side of the ledger a team is on
this week, several games present gut-check
moments that could determine what direction the remainder of the season takes.
Saturday's Eastern Division matchup
between No. 11 Tennessee (4-0, 1-0 SEC)
and No. 25 Georgia (3-1, 1-1) in Athens is
one of those games. The host Bulldogs are
looking to bounce back after their 31-point
thumping at No. 16 Mississippi ,remain in
the Top 25 and most importantly tighten the
divisional race.
"Humility is a week away when you talk
about the SEC. You never get a chance to
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have to continue to earn their respect by
getting after it from start to finish," garrison
added.
Kickoff is set for 7 p.m. at Hopkins
County Central. II
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to watch for with 208 yards receiving and kins County Central sees this game as their
two touchdown receptions, while Mason chance to get an edge up in the District 4
Burgett will start at quarterback (528 net race, but this is our chance too. We haven't
blown anyone away on film yet that would
passing yards through six games).
After watching film earlier this week, make a team be in awe of us yet, so we will
Garrison understands as well as anyone that
the Storm will try to replicate what other
teams have done in recent weeks defensively to contain their play makers. Fortunately,
the Lakers have options; plenty of them.
"We will see an offense that will zone
block and let their defensive backs find the
alleys. I've already told our guys that Hop-

,
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technique and understanding our individual assignments, while maintaining better
shape every day," Garrison added.
Damon Benson will serve as the Storm's
top rushing threat with 473 net rushing
yards and eight rushing touchdowns, while
Cyrus Kington will back up Benson and put
pressure on Bellah (73 tackles through six
games). Jackson Porter will be the wide out

ernors in the contest with 176 yards on 10
catches, while Kyran Moore earned OVC
Specialist of the Week honors by returning
the opening kick of the second half98 yards
Stewart said Mitch Stults and Jonathan for a touchdown.
Moss started at wide receiver Saturday in an
Currently, Austin Peay is allowing 51.3
effort to."shake things up."
points per game on the year, while scoring
just 19.7. Of the 289.0 yards the Governors
Birse drops off depth chart
are averaging per game in 2016, exactly
Stewart said he couldn't officially com- 66.0 percent, or 190.7, of those yards have
ment on an on-going investigation into the come via the pass, while the other 34.0 pereligibility status of backup quarterback cent, or 98.3 yards, have come courtesy of
Cameron Birse, who transferred to Murray the run.
State from Arkansas State this summer.
Timarious Mitchell and Tommy Hays
Birse, a redshirt junior, got his first col- have split time at quarterback for Austin
legiate start in the Racers' 50-17 loss at Peay this season. Mitchell is currently averSouthern Illinois on Sept. 17 in Carbondale, aging 125.3 yards per game, while Hays is
III. Birse has completed 17 of 32 passes for putting up 65.3 and each currently has three
228 yards with one touchdown and two in- touchdowns and two interceptions. The duo
terceptions this season.
is also getting it done on the ground where
Mitchell averages 29.7 yards per game to
Scouting Report: Austin Peay
Hays' 26.3. Beard has been the leading target for both QBs this season with 295 yards
on 19 catches and two touchdowns. Defensively, Gunnar Scholato currently leads
the nation in tackles per game at 14.3 or 43
°Ms i0 tagrrvi.ulgtst....):.

Despite putting up 35 points on the
scoreboard Saturday, it was not enough for
Austin Peay (0-3,0-2 OVC) to get by No.
18 Eastern Illinois,falling 56-35 in Charles-,
ton, Ill. Jared Beard helped lead the GolvL

